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Request IR-1: 1 

 2 

With respect to the Opinion of Capital Structure and Return on Equity, prepared by Ms. 3 

Kathleen C. McShane, please provide:  4 

 5 

(a) Copies of all source documents, articles, cited documents listed in footnotes, 6 

regulatory decisions, work papers, and other sources used in the development and 7 

preparation of the testimony and appendices of Ms. McShane; and  8 

 9 

(b) An index with files names and/or page or tab numbers associated with the materials 10 

provided in (1). 11 

 12 

Response IR-1:  13 

 14 

(a-b) The requested documents and work papers are listed below. If the information is provided 15 

in response to another question, the relevant response is listed below under “File Name”: 16 

 17 

Reference/  
Line Nos. Please refer to 

 
File   

 
Footnote 3 Attachment 1  S&P OPG Hydro One Gov Support 10 2005 
Footnote 4 Attachment 2  Bluefield Water Works 1923 
Footnote 4 Attachment 3  HOPE NATURAL GAS 
Footnote 4 Attachment 4  North-western 1929 
88 to 91, FN 5 Attachment 5  WEO 2011 Figure 2.20 
91 to 93, FN 6 Attachment 6  Conf Brd Shedding Light 2012 

142-143 Attachment 7  ATCO Electric AUC Rule 005 Filing 2011 
Schedule 2T 

142-143 Attachment 8  AltaLink AUC Rule 005 Filing 2011 Schedule 2 
143 Attachment 9  AUC Decision 2011-474 
146 Attachment 9  
Footnote 8 Attachment 10  S&P AltaLink Nov 2012 
151-153 Attachment 11  AUC Decision 2004-052 
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Line Nos. 

 
Please refer to 

 
File   

Footnote 9 Attachment 9  
Footnote 10 Attachment 12  OEB Decision EB-2006-0501 
181-182 Attachment 13  Moodys ATC 2012. 
181-182 Attachment 14  S&P ATC 2012 
Footnote 11 Attachment 15  S&P Peer Comparison 2006 
198-200 Attachment 16  NEB GH-6-96 Maritimes and Northeast 
198-200 Attachment 17  NEB GH-3-97 Alliance 
198-200 Attachment 18  NEB OH-3-2007 Southern Lights 
200-201 Attachment 19  DBRS Alliance 2012 
200-201 Attachment 20  DBRS M&NP 2012 
200-201 Attachment 21  S&P Alliance 2012 
200-201 Attachment 22  S&P M&NP 2012 
218-220 Attachment 23  Decision 2012 NSUARB 227 
Footnote 14 Attachment 24 work paper footnote 14 
Footnote 15 Attachment 25  OEB Report of Board 2009 
Footnote 15 Attachment 26  OEB EB 2010-0002. 
Footnote 15 Attachment 27  OEB Letter COC Parameters for 2012. 
Footnote 15 Attachment 28  OEB Letter COC Parameters for 2013 
Footnote 16 Attachment 9  
255-265 Attachment 29  Conf Brd Electricity Restructuring 2004 

Footnote 17 

 
Energy Policy Act 2005 
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-109publ58/pdf/PLAW-
109publ58.pdf 
 

Footnote 18 Attachment 31  FERC Order 679 
Footnote 18 Attachment 32  FERC Order 679A 
Footnote 18 Attachment 33  FERC Order 679B 
Footnote 18 Attachment 34  FERC 2012 Policy Statement 
Footnote 20 Attachment 35  FERC RITELine 
320-325 Attachment 36  Work paper weighted roe 

Footnote 22 Attachments  
18, 19 and 20 

 

  1 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-109publ58/pdf/PLAW-109publ58.pdf
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-109publ58/pdf/PLAW-109publ58.pdf
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330-331  
CA  IR-5 

 

339  
CA IR-3 

 

412  
CA IR-3 

 

Footnote 24  
CA IR-3 

 

Footnote 25 Attachment 25  
Footnote 26 Attachment 37  Regie D-2010-147 Gazifere 2010 
Footnote 26 Attachment 38  Regie D-2011-182 Gaz Metro 2011 
Footnote 27 Please refer to CA IR-3.  
Footnote 28 Please refer to CA IR-3.  
514 to 517 Please refer to CA IR-3.  
App. B - utility 
selection Please refer to CA IR-5.  

Table B-1 Please refer to CA IR-5.  
App. B - price and 
dividend info Please refer to CA IR-3.  

App. B page B-6 Please refer to CA IR-3.  
Table B-2 Please refer to CA IR-3.  
App. B - 3 stage 
growth model Please refer to CA IR-3.  

Table B-3 Please refer to CA IR-3.  
App.B, regression 
and FN 5 Please refer to CA IR-3.  

Table B-4 Please refer to CA IR-3.  
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http://caselaw.findlaw.com

U.S. Supreme Court  

BLUEFIELD WATER WORKS CO. v. PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, 262 U.S. 
679 (1923)  

262 U.S. 679  

BLUEFIELD WATERWORKS & IMPROVEMENT CO.  
v.  

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF WEST VIRGINIA et al.  
No. 256.  

 
Argued January 22, 1923.  

Decided June 11, 1923.  

[262 U.S. 679, 680]   Messrs. Alfred G. Fox and Jos. M. Sanders, both of Bluefield, W. Va., for plaintiff in 
error.  

Mr. Russell S. Ritz, of Bluefield, W. Va., for defendants in error.  

[262 U.S. 679, 683]    

Mr. Justice BUTLER delivered the opinion of the Court.  

Plaintiff in error is a corporation furnishing water to the city of Bluefield, W. Va., and its inhabitants. 
September 27, 1920, the Public Service Commission of the state, being authorized by statute to fix just 
and reasonable rates, made its order prescribing rates. In accordance with the laws of the state (section 
16, c. 15-O, Code of West Virginia [sec. 651]), the company instituted proceedings in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals to suspend and set aside the order. The petition alleges that the order is repugnant to 
the Fourteenth Amendment, and deprives the company of its property without just compensation and 
without due process of law, and denies it equal protection of the laws. A final judgment was entered, 
denying the company relief and dismissing its petition. The case is here on writ of error.  

1. The city moves to dismiss the writ of error for the reason, as it asserts, that there was not drawn in 
question the validity of a statute or an authority exercised under the state, on the ground of repugnancy 
to the federal Constitution.  

The validity of the order prescribing the rates was directly challenged on constitutional grounds, and it 
was held valid by the highest court of the state. The prescribing of rates is a legislative act. The 
commission is an instrumentality of the state, exercising delegated powers. Its order is of the same force 
as would be a like enactment by the Legislature. If, as alleged, the prescribed rates are confiscatory, the 
order is void. Plaintiff in error is entitled to bring the case here on writ of error and to have that question 
decided by this court. The motion to dismiss will be denied. See Oklahoma Natural Gas Co. v. [262 U.S. 
679, 684]   Russell, 261 U.S. 290 , 43 Sup. Ct. 353, 67 L. Ed. --, decided March 5, 1923, and cases cited; 
also Ohio Valley Co. v. Ben Avon Borough, 253 U.S. 287 , 40 Sup. Ct. 527.  
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2. The commission fixed $460,000 as the amount on which the comp ny is entitled to a return. It found 
that under existing rates, assuming some increase of business, gross earnings for 1921 would be 
$80,000 and operating expenses $53,000 leaving $27,000, the equivalent of 5.87 per cent., or 3.87 per 
cent. after deducting 2 per cent. allowed for depreciation. It held existing rates insufficient to the extent 
of 10,000. Its order allowed the company to add 16 per cent. to all bills, excepting those for public and 
private fire protection. The total of the bills so to be increased amounted to $64,000; that is, 80 per cent. 
of the revenue was authorized to be increased 16 per cent., equal to an increase of 12.8 per cent. on the 
total, amounting to $10,240.  

As to value: The company claims that the value of the property is greatly in excess of $460,000. 
Reference to the evidence is necessary. There was submitted to the commission evidence of value 
which it summarized substantially as follows:  

a. Estimate by company's engineer on basis of reproduction new, less depreciation, at prewar prices $ 
624,548 00 b. Estimate by company's engineer on basis of reproduction new, less depreciation, at 1920 
prices 1,194,663 00 c. Testimony of company's engineer fixing present fair value for rate making 
purposes 900,000 00 d. Estimate by commissioner's engineer on basis of reproduction new, less 
depreciation at 1915 prices, plus additions since December 31, 1915, at actual cost, excluding Bluefield 
Valley waterworks, water rights, and going value 397,964 38 [262 U.S. 679, 685]   e. Report of 
commission's statistician showing investment cost less depreciation 365,445 13 f. Commission's 
valuation, as fixed in case No. 368 ($360,000), plus gross additions to capital since made ($92,520.53) 
452,520 53  

It was shown that the prices prevailing in 1920 were nearly double those in 1915 and pre-war time. The 
company did not claim value as high as its estimate of cost of construction in 1920. Its valuation 
engineer testified that in his opinion the value of the property was $900,000-a figure between the cost of 
construction in 1920, less depreciation, and the cost of construction in 1915 and before the war, less 
depreciation.  

The commission's application of the evidence may be stated briefly as follows:  

As to 'a,' supra: The commission deducted $204,000 from the estimate ( details printed in the margin),1 
leaving approximately $421,000, which it contrasted with the estimate of its own engineer, $397,964.38 
(see 'd,' supra). It found that there should be included $25,000 for the Bluefield Valley waterworks plant 
in Virginia, 10 per cent. for going value, and $10, 000 for working capital. If these be added to 
$421,000, there results $500, 600. This may be compared with the commission's final figure, $460,000. 
[262 U.S. 679, 686]   As to 'b' and 'c,' supra: These were given no weight by the commission in arriving at 
its final figure, $460,000. It said:  

'Applicant's plant was originally constructed more than twenty years ago, and has been added to 
from time to time as the progress and development of the community required. For this reason, it 
would be unfair to its consumers to use as a basis for present fair value the abnormal prices 
prevailing during the recent war period; but, when, as in this case, a part of the plant has been 
constructed or added to during that period, in fairness to the applicant, consideration must be 
given to the cost of such expenditures made to meet the demands of the public.'  

As to 'd,' supra: The commission, taking $400,000 (round figures), added $25,000 for Bluefield Valley 
waterworks plant in Virginia, 10 per cent. for going val e, and $10,000 for working capital, making 
$477,500. This may be compared with its final figure, $460,000.  
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As to 'e,' supra: The commission, on the report of its statistician, found gross investment to be 
$500,402.53. Its engineer, applying the straight line method, found 19 per cent. depreciation. It applied 
81 per cent. to gross investment and added 10 per cent. for going value and $10, 000 for working 
capital, producing $455,500.2 This may be compared with its final figure, $460,000.  

As to 'f,' supra: It is necessary briefly to explain how this figure, $ 452,520.53, was arrived at. Case No. 
368 was a proceeding initiated by the application of the company for higher rates, April 24, 1915. The 
commission made a valuation as of January 1, 1915. There were presented two estimates of 
reproduction cost less depreciation, one by a valuation engineer engaged by the company, [262 U.S. 679, 
687]   and the other by a valuation engineer engaged by the city, both 'using the same method.' An 
inventory made by the company's engineer was accepted as correct by the city and by the commission. 
The method 'was that generally employed by courts and commissions in arriving at the value of public 
utility properties under this method.' and in both estimates 'five year average unit prices' were applied. 
The estimate of the company's engineer was $540,000 and of the city's engineer, $392,000. The 
principal differences as given by the commission are shown in the margin. 3 The commission 
disregarded both estimates and arrived at $360,000. It held that the best basis of valuation was the net 
investment, i. e., the total cost of the property less depreciation. It said:  

'The books of the company show a total gross investment, since its organization, of $407,882, and 
that there has been charged off for depreciation from year to year the total sum of $83,445, 
leaving a net investment of $324,427. ... From an examination of the books ... it appears that the 
records of the company have been remarkably well kept and preserved. It therefore seems that, 
when a plant is developed under these conditions, the net investment, which, of course, means the 
total gross investment less depreciation, is the very best basis of valuation for rate making 
purposes and that the other methods above referred to should [262 U.S. 679, 688]   be used only 
when it is impossible to arrive at the true investment. Therefore, after making due allowance for 
capital necessary for the conduct of the business and considering the plant as a going concern, it 
is the opinion of the commission that the fair value for the purpose of determining reasonable and 
just rates in this case of the property of the applicant company, used by it in the public service of 
supplying water to the city of Bluefield and its citizens, is the sum of $360,000, which sum is 
hereby fixed and determined by the commission to be the fair present value for the said purpose 
of determining the reasonable and just rates in this case.'  

In its report in No. 368, the commission did not indicate the amounts respectively allowed for going 
value or working capital. If 10 per cent. be added for the former, and $10,000 for the latter (as fixed by 
the commission in the present case), there is produced $366,870, to e compared with $360,000, found 
by the commission in its valuation as of January 1, 1915. To this it added $92,520.53, expended since, 
producing $ 452,520.53. This may be compared with its final figure, $460,000.  

The state Supreme Court of Appeals holds that the valuing of the property of a public utility corporation 
and prescribing rates are purely legislative acts, not subject to judicial review, except in so far as may 
be necessary to determine whether such rates are void on constitutional or other grounds, and that 
findings of fact by the commission based on evidence to support them will not be reviewed by the 
court. City of Bluefield v. Waterworks, 81 W. Va. 201, 204, 94 S. E. 121; Coal & Coke Co. v. Public 
Service Commission, 84 W. Va. 662, 678, 100 S. E. 557, 7 A. L. R. 108; Charleston v. Public Service 
Commission, 86 W. Va. 536, 103 S. E. 673.  

In this case (89 W. Va. 736, 738, 110 S. E. 205, 206) it said:  

'From the written opinion of the commission we find that it ascertained the value of the 
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petitioner's property for rate making [ then quoting the commission] 'after [262 U.S. 679, 689]   
maturely and carefully considering the various methods presented for the ascertainment of fair 
value and giving such weight as seems proper to every element involved and all the facts and 
circumstances disclosed by the record."  

The record clearly shows that the commission, in arriving at its final figure, did not accord proper, if 
any, weight to the greatly enhanced costs of construction in 1920 over those prevailing about 1915 and 
before the war, as established by uncontradicted evidence; and the company's detailed estimated cost of 
reproduction new, less depreciation, at 1920 prices, appears to have been wholly disregarded. This was 
erroneous. Missouri ex rel. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Service Commission of 
Missouri, 262 U.S. 276 , 43 Sup. Ct. 544, 67 L. Ed . --, decided May 21, 1923. Plaintiff in error is 
entitled under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the independent judgment of the 
court as to both law and facts. Ohio Valley Co. v. Ben Avon Borough, 253 U.S. 287, 289 , 40 S. Sup. 
Ct. 527, and cases cited.  

We quote further from the court's opinion (89 W. Va. 739, 740, 110 S. E. 206):  

'In our opinion the commission was justified by the law and by the facts in finding as a basis for 
rate making the sum of $460,000.00 . ... In our case of Coal & Coke Ry. Co. v. Conley, 67 W. 
Va. 129, it is said: 'It seems to be generally held that, in the absence of peculiar and extraordinary 
conditions, such as a more costly plant than the public service of the community requires, or the 
erection of a plant at an actual, though extravagant, cost, or the purchase of one at an exorbitant 
or inflated price, the actual amount of money invested is to be taken as the basis, and upon this a 
return must be allowed equivalent to that which is ordinarily received in the locality in which the 
business is done, upon capital invested in similar enterprises. In addition to this, consideration 
must be given to the nature of the investment, a higher rate [262 U.S. 679, 690]   being regarded as 
justified by the risk incident to a hazardous investment.'  

'That the original cost considered in connection with the history and growth of the utility and the 
value of the services rendered constitute the principal elements to be considered in connection 
with rate making, seems to be supported by nearly all the authorities.'  

The question in the case is whether the rates prescribed in the commission's order are confiscatory and 
therefore beyond legislative power. Rates which are not sufficient to yield a reasonable return on the 
value of the property used at the time it is being used to render the service are unjust, unreasonable and 
confiscatory, and their enforcement deprives the public utility company of its property in violation of 
the Fourteenth Amendment. This is so well settled by numerous decisions of this court that citation of 
the cases is scarcely necessary:  

'What the company is entitled to ask is a fair return upon the value of that which it employs for 
the public convenience.' Smyth v. Ames (1898) 169 U.S. 467, 547 , 18 S. Sup. Ct. 418, 434 (42 
L. Ed. 819).  

'There must be a fair return upon the reasonable value of the property at the time it is being used 
for the public. ... And we concur with the court below in holding that the value of the property is 
to be determined as of the time when the inquiry is made regarding the rates. If the property, 
which legally enters into the consideration of the question of rates, has increased in value since it 
was acquired, the company is entitled to the benefit of such increase.' Willcox v. Consolidated 
Gas Co. (1909) 212 U.S. 19, 41 , 52 S., 29 Sup. Ct. 192, 200 (53 L. Ed. 382, 15 Ann. Cas. 1034, 
48 L. R. A. [N. S.] 1134).  
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'The ascertainment of that value is not controlled by artificial rules. It is not a matter of formulas, 
but there must be a reasonable judgment having its basis in a proper consideration of all relevant 
facts.' Minnesota Rate Cases (1913) 230 U.S. 352, 434 , 33 S. Sup. Ct. 729, 754 (57 L. Ed. 1511, 
48 L. R. A. [N. S.] 1151, Ann. Cas. 1916A, 18). [262 U.S. 679, 691]   'And in order to ascertain that 
value, the original cost of construction, the amount expended in permanent improvements, the 
amount and market value of its bonds and stock, the present as compared with the original cost of 
construction, the probable earning capacity of the property under particular rates prescribed by 
statute, and the sum required to meet operating expenses, are all matters for consideration, and 
are to be given such weight as may be just and right in each case. We do not say that there may 
not be other matters to be regarded in estimating the value of the property.' Smyth v. Ames, 169 
U. S., 546, 547, 18 Sup. Ct. 434.  

'... The making of a just return for the use of the property involves the recognition of its fair value 
if it be more than its cost. The property is held in private ownership and it is that property, and 
not the original cost of it, of which the owner may not be deprived without due process of law.'  

Minnesota Rate Cases, 230 U.S. 454 , 33 Sup. Ct. 762, 48 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1151, Ann. Cas. 1916A, 18.  

In Missouri ex rel. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., v. Public Service Commission of Missouri, supra, 
applying the principles of the cases above cited and others, this court said:  

'Obviously, the commission undertook to value the property without according any weight to the 
greatly enhanced costs of material, labor, supplies, etc., over those prevailing in 1913, 1914, and 
1916. As matter of common knowledge, these increases were large. Competent witnesses 
estimated them as 45 to 50 per centum. ... It is impossible to ascertain what will amount to a fair 
return upon properties devoted to public service, without giving consideration to the cost of labor, 
supplies, etc., at the time the investigation is made. An honest and intelligent forecast of probable 
future values, made upon a view of all the relevant circumstances, is essential. If the highly 
important element of present costs is wholly disregarded, such a forecast becomes impossible. 
Estimates for to-morrow cannot ignore prices of to-day.' [262 U.S. 679, 692]   It is clear that the 
court also failed to give proper consideration to the higher cost of construction in 1920 over that 
in 1915 and before the war, and failed to give weight to cost of reproduction less depreciation on 
the basis of 1920 prices, or to the testimony of the company's valuation engineer, based on 
present and past costs of construction, that the property in his opinion, was worth $900,000. The 
final figure, $460,000, was arrived at substantially on the basis of actual cost, less depreciation, 
plus 10 per cent. for going value and $10, 000 for working capital. This resulted in a valuation 
considerably and materially less than would have been reached by a fair and just consideration of 
all the facts. The valuation cannot be sust ined. Other objections to the valuation need not be 
considered.  

3. Rate of return: The state commission found that the company's net annual income should be 
approximately $37,000, in order to enable it to earn 8 per cent. for return and depreciation upon the 
value of its property as fixed by it. Deducting 2 per cent. for depreciation, there remains 6 per cent. on 
$460,000, amounting to $27,600 for return. This was approved by the state court.  

The company contends that the rate of return is too low and confiscatory. What annual rate will 
constitute just compensation depeds upon many circumstances, and must be determined by the exercise 
of a fair and enlightened judgment, having regard to all relevant facts. A public utility is entitled to such 
rates as will permit it to earn a return on the value of the property which it employs for the convenience 
of the public equal to that generally being made at the same time and in the same general part of the 
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country on investments in other business undertakings which are attended by corresponding, risks and 
uncertainties; but it has no constitutional right to profits such as are realized or anticipated in [262 U.S. 
679, 693]   highly profitable enterprises or speculative ventures. The return should be reasonably 
sufficient to assure confidence in the financial soundness of the utility and should be adequate, under 
efficient and economical management, to maintain and support its credit and enable it to raise the 
money necessary for the proper discharge of its public duties. A rate of return may be reasonable at one 
time and become too high or too low by changes affecting opportunities for investment, the money 
market and business conditions generally.  

In 1909, this court, in Willcox v. Consolidated Gas Co., 212 U.S. 19 , 48-50, 29 Sup. Ct. 192, 15 Ann. 
Cas. 1034, 48 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1134, held that the question whether a rate yields such a return as not to 
be confiscatory depends upon circumstances, locality and risk, and that no proper rate can be 
established for all cases; and that, under the circumstances of that case, 6 per cent. was a fair return on 
the value of the property employed in supplying gas to the city of New York, and that a rate yielding 
that return was not confiscatory. In that case the investment was held to be safe, returns certain and risk 
reduced almost to a minimum-as nearly a safe and secure investment as could be imagined in regard to 
any private manufacturing enterprise.  

In 1912, in Cedar Rapids Gas Co. v. Cedar Rapids, 223 U.S. 655, 670 , 32 S. Sup. Ct. 389, this court 
declined to reverse the state court where the value of the plant considerably exceeded its cost, and the 
estimated return was over 6 per cent.  

In 1915, in Des Moines Gas Co. v. Des Moines, 238 U.S. 153, 172 , 35 S. Sup. Ct. 811, this court 
declined to reverse the United States District Court in refusing an injunction upon the conclusion 
reached that a return of 6 per cent. per annum upon the value would not be confiscatory.  

In 1919, this court in Lincoln Gas Co. v. Lincoln, 250 U.S. 256, 268 , 39 S. Sup. Ct. 454, 458 (63 L. Ed. 
968), declined on the facts of that case to approve a finding that no rate yielding as much as 6 per cent. 
[262 U.S. 679, 694]   on the invested capital could be regarded as confiscatory. Speaking for the court, Mr. 
Justice Pitney said:  

'It is a matter of common knowledge that, owing principally to the World War, the costs of labor 
and supplies of every kind have greatly advanced since the ordinance was adopted, and largely 
since this cause was last heard in the court below. And it is equally well known that annual 
returns upon capital and enterprise the world over have materially increased, so that what would 
have been a proper rate of return for capital invested in gas plants and similar public utilities a 
few years ago furnishes no safe criterion for the present or for the future.'  

In 1921, in Brush Electric Co. v. Galveston, the United States District Court held 8 per cent. a fair rate 
of return. 4    

In January, 1923, in City of Minneapolis v. Rand, the Circuit Court of Appeals of the Eighth Circuit 
(285 Fed. 818, 830) sustained, as against the attack of the city on the ground that it was excessive, 7 1/2 
per cent ., found by a special master and approved by the District Court as a fair and reasonable return 
on the capital investment-the value of the property.  

Investors take into account the result of past operations, especially in recent years, when determining 
the terms upon which they will invest in such an undertaking. Low, uncertain, or irregular income 
makes for low prices for the securities of the utility and higher rates of interest to be demanded by 
investors. The fact that the company may not insist as a matter of constitutional right that past losses be 
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made up by rates to be applied in the present and future tends to weaken credit, and the fact that the 
utility is protected against being compelled to serve for confiscatory rates tends to support it. In [262 U.S. 
679, 695]   this case the record shows that the rate of return has been low through a long period up to the 
time of the inquiry by the commission here involved. For example, the average rate of return on the 
total cost of the property from 1895 to 1915, inclusive, was less than 5 per cent.; from 1911 to 1915, 
inclusive, about 4.4 per cent., without allowance for depreciation. In 1919 the net operating income was 
approximately $24,700, leaving $15,500, approximately, or 3.4 per cent. on $460,000 fixed by the 
commission, after deducting 2 per cent. for depreciation. In 1920, the net operating income was 
approximately $25,465, leaving $16,265 for return, after allowing for depreciation. Under the facts and 
circumstances indicated by the record, we think that a rate of return of 6 per cent. upon the value of the 
property is substantially too low to constitute just compensation for the use of the property employed to 
render the service.  

The judgment of the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia is reversed.  

Mr. Justice BRANDEIS concurs in the judgment of reversal, for the reasons stated by him in Missouri 
ex rel. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Service Commission of Missouri, supra.  

Footnotes  

[ Footnote 1 ]  

Difference in depreciation allowed $ 49,000 Preliminary organization and development cost 14,500 
Bluefield Valley waterworks plant 25,000 Water rights 50,000 Excess overhead costs 39,000 Paving 
over mains 28,500 ___ $204,000  

[ Footnote 2 ] As to 'e': $365,445.13 represents investment cost less depreciation. The gross investment 
was found to be $500,402.53, indicating a deduction on account of depreciation of $134,957.40, about 
27 per cent., as against 19 per cent. found by the commission's engineer.  

[ Footnote 3 ] Company City Engineer. Engineer.  

[ Footnote 1 ] Preliminary costs $14,455 $1,000  

[ Footnote 2 ] Water rights 50,000 Nothing  

[ Footnote 3 ] Cutting pavements over mains 27,744 233  

[ Footnote 4 ] Pipe lines from gravity springs 22,072 15,442  

[ Footnote 5 ] Laying cast iron street mains 19,252 15,212  

[ Footnote 6 ] Reproducing Ada springs 18,558 13,027  

[ Footnote 7 ] Superintendence and engineering 20,515 13,621  

[ Footnote 8 ] General contingent cost 16,415 5,448 ___ ___ 189,011 $63,983  

[ Footnote 4 ] This case was affirmed by this court June 4, 1923, 262 U.S. 443 , 43 Sup. Ct. 606, 67 L. 
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U.S. Supreme Court  

FEDERAL POWER COM'N v. HOPE NATURAL GAS CO., 320 U.S. 591 (1944)  

320 U.S. 591  

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION et al.  
v.  

HOPE NATURAL GAS CO.  

CITY OF CLEVELAND  
v.  

SAME.  

Nos. 34 and 35.  
Argued Oct. 20, 21, 1943.  

Decided Jan. 3, 1944.  

[320 U.S. 591, 592]   Mr. Francis M. Shea, Asst. Atty. Gen., for petitioners Federal Power Com'n and 
others.  

[320 U.S. 591, 593]   Mr. Spencer W. Reeder, of Cleveland, Ohio, for petitioner City of cleveland.  

Mr. William B. Cockley, of Cleveland, Ohio, for respondent.  

Mr. M. M. Neeley, of Charleston, W. Va., for State of West Virginia, as amicus curiae by special leave 
of Court.  

Mr. Justice DOUGLAS delivered the opinion of the Court.  

The primary issue in these cases concerns the validity under the Natural Gas Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 821, 
15 U.S.C. 717 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A . 717 et seq., of a rate order issued by the Federal Power Commission 
reducing the rates chargeable by Hope Natural Gas Co., 44 P.U.R.,N.S., 1. On a petition for review of 
the order made pursuant to 19(b) of the Act, the [320 U.S. 591, 594]   Circuit Court of Appeals set it aside, 
one judge dissenting. 4 Cir., 134 F. 2d 287. The cases are here on petitions for writs of certiorari which 
we granted because of the public importance of the questions presented. City of Cleveland v. Hope 
Natural Gas Co., 319 U.S. 735 , 63 S.Ct. 1165  

Hope is a West Virginia corporation organized in 1898. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of Standard Oil 
Co. (N.J.). Since the date of its organization, it has been in the business of producing, purchasing and 
marketing natural gas in that state. 1 It sells some of that gas to local consumers in West Virginia. But 
the great bulk of it goes to five customer companies which receive it at the West Virginia line and 
distribute it in Ohio and in Pennsylvania. 2 In July, 1938, the cities of Cleveland and Akron filed 
complaints with the Commission charging that the rates collected by Hope from East Ohio Gas Co. (an 
affiliate of Hope which distributes gas in Ohio) were excessive and unreasonable. Later in 1938 the 
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Commission on its own motion instituted an investigation to determine the reasonableness of all of 
Hope's interstate rates. In March [320 U.S. 591, 595]   1939 the Public Utility Commission of Pennsylvania 
filed a complaint with the Commission charging that the rates collected by Hope from Peoples Natural 
Gas Co. (an affiliate of Hope distributing gas in Pennsylvania) and two non-affiliated companies were 
unreasonable. The City of Cleveland asked that the challenged rates be declared unlawful and that just 
and reasonable rates be determined from June 30, 1939 to the date of the Commission's order. The latter 
finding was requested in aid of state regulation and to afford the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio a 
proper basic for disposition of a fund collected by East Ohio under bond from Ohio consumers since 
June 30, 1939. The cases were consolidated and hearings were held.  

On May 26, 1942, the Commission entered its order and made its findings. Its order required Hope to 
decrease its future interstate rates so as to reflect a reduction, on an annual basis of not less than $3,609, 
857 in operating revenues. And it established 'just and reasonable' average rates per m.c.f. for each of 
the five customer companies. 3 In response to the prayer of the City of Cleveland the Commission also 
made findings as to the lawfulness of past rates, although concededly it had no authority under the Act 
to fix past rates or to award reparations. 44 P.U. R.,U.S., at page 34. It found that the rates collected by 
Hope from East Ohio were unjust, unreasonable, excessive and therefore unlawful, by $830, 892 during 
1939, $3,219,551 during 1940, and $2,815,789 on an annual basis since 1940. It further found that just, 
reasonable, and lawful rates for gas sold by Hope to East Ohio for resale for ultimate public 
consumption were those required [320 U.S. 591, 596]   to produce $11,528,608 for 1939, $11,507,185 for 
1940 and $11.910,947 annually since 1940.  

The Commission established an interstate rate base of $33,712,526 which, it found, represented the 
'actual legitimate cost' of the company's interstate property less depletion and depreciation and plus 
unoperated acreage, working capital and future net capital additions. The Commission, beginning with 
book cost, made certain adjustments not necessary to relate here and found the 'actual legitimate cost' of 
the plant in interstate service to be $51,957,416, as of December 31, 1940. It deducted accrued 
depletion and depreciation, which it found to be $22,328,016 on an 'economic-service-life' basis. And it 
added $1,392,021 for future net capital additions, $566,105 for useful unoperated acreage, and 
$2,125,000 for working capital. It used 1940 as a test year to estimate future revenues and expenses. It 
allowed over $16,000,000 as annual operating expenses-about $1,300,000 for taxes, $1,460,000 for 
depletion and depreciation, $600,000 for exploration and development costs, $8,500,000 for gas 
purchased. The Commission allowed a net increase of $421,160 over 1940 operating expenses, which 
amount was to take care of future increase in wages, in West Virginia property taxes, and in exploration 
and development costs. The total amount of deductions allowed from interstate revenues was 
$13,495,584.  

Hope introduced evidence from which it estimated reproduction cost of the property at $97,000,000. It 
also presented a so-called trended 'original cost' estimate which exceeded $105,000,000. The latter was 
designed 'to indicate what the original cost of the property would have been if 1938 material and labor 
prices had prevailed throughout the whole period of the piece-meal construction of the company's 
property since 1898.' 44 P.U.R.,N.S., at pages 8, 9. Hope estimated by the 'percent condition' method 
accrued depreciation at about 35% of [320 U.S. 591, 597]   reproduction cost new. On that basis Hope 
contended for a rate base of $66, 000,000. The Commission refused to place any reliance on 
reproduction cost new, saying that it was 'not predicated upon facts' and was 'too conjectural and 
illusory to be given any weight in these proceedings.' Id., 44 P.U.R.,U.S., at page 8. It likewise refused 
to give any 'probative value' to trended 'original cost' since it was 'not founded in fact' but was 'basically 
erroneous' and produced 'irrational results.' Id., 44 P.U.R., N.S., at page 9. In determining the amount of 
accrued depletion and depreciation the Commission, following Lindheimer v. Illinois Bell Telephone 
Co., 292 U.S. 151 , 167-169, 54 S.Ct. 658, 664-666; Federal Power Commission v. Natural Gas 
Pipeline Co., 315 U.S. 575, 592 , 593 S., 62 S.Ct. 736, 745, 746, based its computation on 'actual 
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legitimate cost'. It found that Hope during the years when its business was not under regulation did not 
observe 'sound depreciation and depletion practices' but 'actually accumulated an excessive reserve'4 of 
about $46,000,000. Id., 44 P.U.R.,N.S., at page 18. One member of the Commission thought that the 
entire amount of the reserve should be deducted from 'actual legitimate cost' in determining the rate 
base. 5 The majority of the [320 U.S. 591, 598]   Commission concluded, however, that where, as here, a 
business is brought under regulation for the first time and where incorrect depreciation and depletion 
practices have prevailed, the deduction of the reserve requirement (actual existing depreciation and 
depletion) rather than the excessive reserve should be made so as to lay 'a sound basis for future 
regulation and control of rates.' Id., 44 P.U.R.,N.S., at page 18. As we have pointed out, it determined 
accrued depletion and depreciation to be $ 22,328,016; and it allowed approximately $1,460,000 as the 
annual operating expense for depletion and depreciation. 6    

Hope's estimate of original cost was about $69,735,000-approximately $ 17,000,000 more than the 
amount found by the Commission. The item of $17, 000,000 was made up largely of expenditures 
which prior to December 31, 1938, were charged to operating expenses. Chief among those 
expenditures was some $12,600,000 expended [320 U.S. 591, 599]   in well-drilling prior to 1923. Most of 
that sum was expended by Hope for labor, use of drilling-rigs, hauling, and similar costs of well-
drilling. Prior to 1923 Hope followed the general practice of the natural gas industry and charged the 
cost of drilling wells to operating expenses. Hope continued that practice until the Public Service 
Commission of West Virginia in 1923 required it to capitalize such expenditures, as does the 
Commission under its present Uniform System of Accounts. 7 The Commission refused to add such 
items to the rate base stating that 'No greater injustice to consumers could be done than to allow items 
as operating expenses and at a later date include them in the rate base, thereby placing multiple charges 
upon the consumers.' Id., 44 P.U.R.,N.S., at page 12. For the same reason the Commission excluded 
from the rate base about $ 1,600,000 of expenditures on properties which Hope acquired from other 
utilities, the latter having charged those payments to operating expenses. The Commission disallowed 
certain other overhead items amounting to over $ 3,000,000 which also had been previously charged to 
operating expenses. And it refused to add some $632,000 as interest during construction since no 
interest was in fact paid.  

Hope contended that it should be allowed a return of not less than 8%. The Commission found that an 
8% return would be unreasonable but that 6 1/2% was a fair rate of return. That rate of return, applied to 
the rate base of $33,712,526, would produce $2,191,314 annually, as compared with the present income 
of not less than $5,801,171.  

The Circuit Court of Appeals set aside the order of the Commission for the following reasons. (1) It 
held that the rate base should reflect the 'present fair value' of the [320 U.S. 591, 600]   property, that the 
Commission in determining the 'value' should have considered reproduction cost and trended original 
cost, and that 'actual legitimate cost' (prudent investment) was not the proper measure of 'fair value' 
where price levels had changed since the investment. (2) It concluded that the well-drilling costs and 
overhead items in the amount of some $17,000,000 should have been included in the rate base. (3) It 
held that accrued depletion and depreciation and the annual allowance for that expense should be 
computed on the basis of 'present fair value' of the property not on the basis of 'actual legitimate cost'.  

The Circuit Court of Appeals also held that the Commission had no power to make findings as to past 
rates in aid of state regulation. But it concluded that those findings were proper as a step in the process 
of fixing future rates. Viewed in that light, however, the findings were deemed to be invalidated by the 
same errors which vitiated the findings on which the rate order was based.  

Order Reducing Rates. Congress has provided in 4(a) of the Natural Gas Act that all natural gas rates 
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subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission 'shall be just and reasonable, and any such rate or charge 
that is not just and reasonable is hereby declared to be unlawful.' Sec. 5(a) gives the Commission the 
power, after hearing, to determine the 'just and reasonable rate' to be thereafter observed and to fix the 
rate by order. Sec. 5(a) also empowers the Commission to order a 'decrease where existing rates are 
unjust ... unlawful, or are not the lowest reasonable rates.' And Congress has provided in 19(b) that on 
review of these rate orders the 'finding of the Commission as to the facts, if supported by substantial 
evidence, shall be conclusive.' Congress, however, has provided no formula by which the 'just and 
reasonable' rate is to be determined. It has not filled in the [320 U.S. 591, 601]   details of the general 
prescription8 of 4(a) and 5(a). It has not expressed in a specific rule the fixed principle of 'just and 
reasonable'.  

When we sustained the constitutionality of the Natural Gas Act in the Natural Gas Pipeline Co. case, we 
stated that the 'authority of Congress to regulate the prices of commodities in interstate commerce is at 
least as great under the Fifth Amendment as is that of the states under the Fourteenth to regulate the 
prices of commodities in intrastate commerce.' 315 U.S. at page 582, 62 S.Ct. at page 741. Rate-making 
is indeed but one species of price-fixing. Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113 , 134. The fixing of prices, like 
other applications of the police power, may reduce the value of the property which is being regulated. 
But the fact that the value is reduced does not mean that the regulation is invalid. Block v. Hirsh, 256 
U.S. 135 , 155-157, 41 S.Ct. 458, 459, 460, 16 A.L.R. 165; Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502 , 523-
539, 54 S. Ct. 505, 509-517, 89 A.L.R. 1469, and cases cited. It does, however, indicate that 'fair value' 
is the end product of the process of rate-making not the starting point as the Circuit Court of Appeals 
held. The heart of the matter is that rates cannot be made to depend upon 'fair value' when the value of 
the going enterprise depends on earnings under whatever rates may be anticipated. 9   [320 U.S. 591, 602]   
We held in Federal Power Commission v. Natural Gas Pipeline Co., supra, that the Commission was 
not bound to the use of any single formula or combination of formulae in determining rates. Its rate-
making function, moreover, involves the making of 'pragmatic adjustments.' Id., 315 U.S. at page 586, 
62 S.Ct. at page 743. And when the Commission's order is challenged in the courts, the question is 
whether that order 'viewed in its entirety' meets the requirements of the Act. Id., 315 U.S. at page 586, 
62 S.Ct. at page 743. Under the statutory standard of 'just and reasonable' it is the result reached not the 
method employed which is controlling. Cf. Los Angeles Gas & Electric Corp. v. Railroad Commission, 
289 U.S. 287, 304 , 305 S., 314, 53 S.Ct. 637, 643, 644, 647; West Ohio Gas Co. v. Public Utilities 
Commission (No. 1), 294 U.S. 63, 70 , 55 S.Ct. 316, 320; West v. Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co., 295 
U.S. 662, 692 , 693 S., 55 S.Ct. 894, 906, 907 (dissenting opinion). It is not theory but the impact of the 
rate order which counts. If the total effect of the rate order cannot be said to be unjust and unreasonable, 
judicial inquiry under the Act is at an end. The fact that the method employed to reach that result may 
contain infirmities is not then important. Moreover, the Commission's order does not become suspect by 
reason of the fact that it is challenged. It is the product of expert judgment which carries a presumption 
of validity. And he who would upset the rate order under the Act carries the heavy burden of making a 
convincing showing that it is invalid because it is unjust and unreasonable in its consequences. Cf. 
Railroad Commission v. Cumberland Tel. & T. Co., 212 U.S. 414 , 29 S.Ct. 357; Lindheimer v. Illinois 
Bell Tel. Co., supra, 292 U.S. at pages 164, 169, 54 S.Ct. at pages 663, 665; Railroad Commission v. 
Pacific Gas & E. Co., 302 U.S. 388, 401 , 58 S.Ct. 334, 341. [320 U.S. 591, 603]   The rate-making process 
under the Act, i.e., the fixing of 'just and reasonable' rates, involves a balancing of the investor and the 
consumer interests. Thus we stated in the Natural Gas Pipeline Co. case that 'regulation does not insure 
that the business shall produce net revenues.' 315 U.S. at page 590, 62 S.Ct. at page 745. But such 
considerations aside, the investor interest has a legitimate concern with the financial integrity of the 
company whose rates are being regulated. From the investor or company point of view it is important 
that there be enough revenue not only for operating expenses but also for the capital costs of the 
business. These include service on the debt and dividends on the stock. Cf. Chicago & Grand Trunk R. 
Co. v. Wellman, 143 U.S. 339, 345 , 346 S., 12 S.Ct. 400, 402. By that standard the return to the equity 
owner should be commensurate with returns on investments in other enterprises having corresponding 
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risks. That return, moreover, should be sufficient to assure confidence in the financial integrity of the 
enterprise, so as to maintain its credit and to attract capital. See State of Missouri ex rel. South-western 
Bell Tel. Co. v. Public Service Commission, 262 U.S. 276, 291 , 43 S.Ct. 544, 547, 31 A.L.R. 807 (Mr. 
Justice Brandeis concurring). The conditions under which more or less might be allowed are not 
important here. Nor is it important to this case to determine the various permissible ways in which any 
rate base on which the return is computed might be arrived at. For we are of the view that the end result 
in this case cannot be condemned under the Act as unjust and unreasonable from the investor or 
company viewpoint.  

We have already noted that Hope is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Standard Oil Co. (N.J.). It has no 
securities outstanding except stock. All of that stock has been owned by Standard since 1908. The par 
amount presently outstanding is approximately $28,000,000 as compared with the rate base of 
$33,712,526 established by [320 U.S. 591, 604]   the Commission. Of the total outstanding stock 
$11,000,000 was issued in stock dividends. The balance, or about $17,000,000, was issued for cash or 
other assets. During the four decades of its operations Hope has paid over $ 97,000,000 in cash 
dividends. It had, moreover, accumulated by 1940 an earned surplus of about $8,000,000. It had thus 
earned the total investment in the company nearly seven times. Down to 1940 it earned over 20% per 
year on the average annual amount of its capital stock issued for cash or other assets. On an average 
invested capital of some $23,000,000 Hope's average earnings have been about 12% a year. And during 
this period it had accumulated in addition reserves for depletion and depreciation of about $46,000,000. 
Furthermore, during 1939, 1940 and 1941, Hope paid dividends of 10% on its stock. And in the year 
1942, during about half of which the lower rates were in effect, it paid dividends of 7 1/2%. From 1939-
1942 its earned surplus increased from $5,250,000 to about $13,700, 000, i.e., to almost half the par 
value of its outstanding stock.  

As we have noted, the Commission fixed a rate of return which permits Hope to earn $2,191,314 
annually. In determining that amount it stressed the importance of maintaining the financial integrity of 
the company. It considered the financial history of Hope and a vast array of data bearing on the natural 
gas industry, related businesses, and general economic conditions. It noted that the yields on better 
issues of bonds of natural gas companies sold in the last few years were 'close to 3 per cent', 44 P. 
U.R.,N.S., at page 33. It stated that the company was a 'seasoned enterprise whose risks have been 
minimized' by adequate provisions for depletion and depreciation (past and present) with 'concurrent 
high profits', by 'protected established markets, through affiliated distribution companies, in populous 
and industralized areas', and by a supply of gas locally to meet all require- [320 U.S. 591, 605]   ments, 
'except on certain peak days in the winter, which it is feasible to supplement in the future with gas from 
other sources.' Id., 44 P.U.R.,N.S., at page 33. The Commission concluded, 'The company's efficient 
management, established markets, financial record, affiliations, and its prospective business place it in a 
strong position to attract capital upon favorable terms when it is required.' Id., 44 P.U.R.,N.S., at page 
33.  

In view of these various considerations we cannot say that an annual return of $2,191,314 is not 'just 
and reasonable' within the meaning of the Act. Rates which enable the company to operate successfully, 
to maintain its financial integrity, to attract capital, and to compensate its investors for the risks 
assumed certainly cannot be condemned as invalid, even though they might produce only a meager 
return on the so- called 'fair value' rate base. In that connection it will be recalled that Hope contended 
for a rate base of $66,000,000 computed on reproduction cost new. The Commission points out that if 
that rate base were accepted, Hope's average rate of return for the four-year period from 1937-1940 
would amount to 3.27%. During that period Hope earned an annual average return of about 9% on the 
average investment. It asked for no rate increases. Its properties were well maintained and operated. As 
the Commission says such a modest rate of 3.27% suggests an 'inflation of the base on which the rate 
has been computed.' Dayton Power & Light Co. v. Public Utilities Commission, 292 U.S. 290, 312 , 54 
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S.Ct. 647, 657. Cf. Lindheimer v. Illinois Bell Tel. Co., supra, 292 U.S. at page 164, 54 S.Ct. at page 
663. The incongruity between the actual operations and the return computed on the basis of 
reproduction cost suggests that the Commission was wholly justified in rejecting the latter as the 
measure of the rate base.  

In view of this disposition of the controversy we need not stop to inquire whether the failure of the 
Commission to add the $17,000,000 of well-drilling and other costs to [320 U.S. 591, 606]   the rate base 
was consistent with the prudent investment theory as developed and applied in particular cases.  

Only a word need be added respecting depletion and depreciation. We held in the Natural Gas Pipeline 
Co. case that there was no constitutional requirement 'that the owner who embarks in a wasting-asset 
business of limited life shall receive at the end more than he has put into it.' 315 U. S. at page 593, 62 
S.C. at page 746. The Circuit Court of Appeals did not think that that rule was applicable here because 
Hope was a utility required to continue its service to the public and not scheduled to end its business on 
a day certain as was stipulated to be true of the Natural Gas Pipeline Co. But that distinction is quite 
immaterial. The ultimate exhaustion of the supply is inevitable in the case of all natural gas companies. 
Moreover, this Court recognized in Lindheimer v. Illinois Bell Tel. Co., supra, the propriety of basing 
annual depreciation on cost. 10 By such a procedure the utility is made whole and the integrity of its 
investment maintained. 11 No more is required. 12 We cannot approve the contrary holding [320 U.S. 
591, 607]   of United Railways & Electric Co. v. West, 280 U.S. 234, 253 , 254 S., 50 S.Ct. 123, 126, 
127. Since there are no constitutional requirements more exacting than the standards of the Act, a rate 
order which conforms to the latter does not run afoul of the former.  

The Position of West Virginia. The State of West Virginia, as well as its Public Service Commission, 
intervened in the proceedings before the Commission and participated in the hearings before it. They 
have also filed a brief amicus curiae here and have participated in the argument at the bar. Their 
contention is that the result achieved by the rate order 'brings consequences which are unjust to West 
Virginia and its citizens' and which 'unfairly depress the value of gas, gas lands and gas leaseholds, 
unduly restrict development of their natural resources, and arbitrarily transfer their properties to the 
residents of other states without just compensation therefor.'  

West Virginia points out that the Hope Natural Gas Co. holds a large number of leases on both 
producing and unoperated properties. The owner or grantor receives from the operator or grantee delay 
rentals as compensation for postponed drilling. When a producing well is successfully brought in, the 
gas lease customarily continues indefinitely for the life of the field. In that case the operator pays a 
stipulated gas-well rental or in some cases a gas royalty equivalent to one-eighth of the gas marketed. 
13 Both the owner and operator have valuable property interests in the gas which are separately taxable 
under West Virginia law. The contention is that the reversionary interests in the leaseholds should be 
represented in the rate proceedings since it is their gas which is being sold in interstate [320 U.S. 591, 608] 
  commerce. It is argued, moreover, that the owners of the reversionary interests should have the benefit 
of the 'discovery value' of the gas leaseholds, not the interstate consumers. Furthermore, West Virginia 
contends that the Commission in fixing a rate for natural gas produced in that State should consider the 
effect of the rate order on the economy of West Virginia. It is pointed out that gas is a wasting asset 
with a rapidly diminishing supply. As a result West Virginia's gas deposits are becoming increasingly 
valuable. Nevertheless the rate fixed by the Commission reduces that value. And that reduction, it is 
said, has severe repercussions on the economy of the State. It is argued in the first place that as a result 
of this rate reduction Hope's West Virginia property taxes may be decreased in view of the relevance 
which earnings have under West Virginia law in the assessment of property for tax purposes. 14 
Secondly, it is pointed out that West Virginia has a production tax15 on the 'value' of the gas exported 
from the State. And we are told that for purposes of that tax 'value' becomes under West Virginia law 
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'practically the substantial equivalent of market value.' Thus West Virginia argues that undervaluation 
of Hope's gas leaseholds will cost the State many thousands of dollars in taxes. The effect, it is urged, is 
to impair West Virginia's tax structure for the benefit of Ohio and Pennsylvania consumers. West 
Virginia emphasizes, moreover, its deep interest in the conservation of its natural resources including its 
natural gas. It says that a reduction of the value of these leasehold values will jeopardize these 
conservation policies in three respects: (1) exploratory development of new fields will be discouraged; 
(2) abandonment of lowyield high-cost marginal wells will be hastened; and (3) secondary recovery of 
oil will be hampered. [320 U.S. 591, 609]   Furthermore, West Virginia contends that the reduced valuation 
will harm one of the great industries of the State and that harm to that industry must inevitably affect 
the welfare of the citizens of the State. It is also pointed out that West Virginia has a large interest in 
coal and oil as well as in gas and that these forms of fuel are competitive. When the price of gas is 
materially cheapened, consumers turn to that fuel in preference to the others. As a result this lowering 
of the price of natural gas will have the effect of depreciating the price of West Virginia coal and oil.  

West Virginia insists that in neglecting this aspect of the problem the Commission failed to perform the 
function which Congress entrusted to it and that the case should be remanded to the Commission for a 
modification of its order. 16    

We have considered these contentions at length in view of the earnestness with which they have been 
urged upon us. We have searched the legislative history of the Natural Gas Act for any indication that 
Congress entrusted to the Commission the various considerations which West Virginia has advanced 
here. And our conclusion is that Congress did not.  

We pointed out in Illinois Natural Gas Co. v. Central Illinois Public Service Co., 314 U.S. 498, 506 , 62 
S.Ct. 384, 387, that the purpose of the Natural Gas Act was to provide, 'through the exercise of the 
national power over interstate commerce, an agency for regulating the wholesale distribution to public 
service companies of natural gas moving interstate, which this Court had declared to be interstate 
commerce not subject to certain types of state regulation.' As stated in the House Report the 'basic 
purpose' of this legislation was 'to occupy' the field in which such cases as State of Missouri v. [320 U.S. 
591, 610]   Kansas Natural Gas Co., 265 U.S. 298 , 44 S.Ct. 544, and Public Utilities Commission v. 
Attleboro Steam & Electric Co., 273 U.S. 83 , 47 S.Ct. 294, had held the States might not act. H.Rep. 
No. 709, 75th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 2. In accomplishing that purpose the bill was designed to take 'no 
authority from State commissions' and was 'so drawn as to complement and in no manner usurp State 
regulatory authority.' Id., p. 2. And the Federal Power Commission was given no authority over the 
'production or gathering of natural gas.' 1(b).  

The primary aim of this legislation was to protect consumers against exploitation at the lands of natural 
gas companies. Due to the hiatus in regulation which resulted from the Kansas Natural Gas Co. case 
and related decisions state commissions found it difficult or impossible to discover what it cost 
interstate pipe-line companies to deliver gas within the consuming states; and thus they were thwarted 
in local regulation. H.Rep., No. 709, supra, p. 3. Moreover, the investigations of the Federal Trade 
Commission had disclosed that the majority of the pipe-line mileage in the country used to transport 
natural gas, together with an increasing percentage of the natural gas supply for pipe-line transportation, 
had been acquired by a handful of holding companies. 17 State commissions, independent producers, 
and communities having or seeking the service were growing quite helpless against these combinations. 
18 These were the types of problems with which those participating in the hearings were pre- occupied. 
19 Congress addressed itself to those specific evils. [320 U.S. 591, 611]   The Federal Power Commission 
was given broad powers of regulation. The fixing of 'just and reasonable' rates ( 4) with the powers 
attendant thereto20 was the heart of the new regulatory system. Moreover, the Commission was given 
certain authority by 7(a), on a finding that the action was necessary or desirable 'in the public interest,' 
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to require natural gas companies to extend or improve their transportation facilities and to sell gas to 
any authorized local distributor. By 7(b) it was given control over the abandonment of facilities or of 
service. And by 7( c), as originally enacted, no natural gas company could undertake the construction or 
extension of any facilities for the transportation of natural gas to a market in which natural gas was 
already being served by another company, or sell any natural gas in such a market, without obtaining a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity from the Commission. In passing on such applications 
for certificates of convenience and necessity the Commission was told by 7(c), as originally enacted, 
that it was 'the intention of Congress that natural gas shall be sold in interstate commerce for resale for 
ultimate public consumption for domestic, commercial, industrial, or any other use at the lowest 
possible reasonable rate consistent with the maintenance of adequate service in the public interest.' The 
latter provision was deleted from 7(c) when that subsection was amended by the Act of February 7, 
1942, 56 Stat. 83. By that amendment limited grandfather rights were granted companies desiring to 
extend their facilities and services over the routes or within the area which they were already serving. 
Moreover, 7(c) was broadened so as to require certifi- [320 U.S. 591, 612]   cates of public convenience 
and necessity not only where the extensions were being made to markets in which natural gas was 
already being sold by another company but in other situations as well.  

These provisions were plainly designed to protect the consumer interests against exploitation at the 
hands of private natural gas companies. When it comes to cases of abandonment or of extensions of 
facilities or service, we may assume that, apart from the express exemptions21 contained in 7, 
considerations of conservation are material to the issuance of certificates of public convenience and 
necessity. But the Commission was not asked here for a certificate of public convenience and necessity 
under 7 for any proposed construction or extension. It was faced with a determination of the amount 
which a private operator should be allowed to earn from the sale of natural gas across state lines 
through an established distribution system. Secs. 4 and 5, not 7, provide the standards for that 
determination. We cannot find in the words of the Act or in its history the slightest intimation or 
suggestion that the exploitation of consumers by private operators through the maintenance of high 
rates should be allowed to continue provided the producing states obtain indirect benefits from it. That 
apparently was the Commission's view of the matter, for the same arguments advanced here were 
presented to the Commission and not adopted by it.  

We do not mean to suggest that Congress was unmindful of the interests of the producing states in their 
natural gas supplies when it drafted the Natural Gas Act. As we have said, the Act does not intrude on 
the domain traditionally reserved for control by state commissions; and the Federal Power Commission 
was given no authority over- [320 U.S. 591, 613]   'the production or gathering of natural gas.' 1(b). In 
addition, Congress recognized the legitimate interests of the States in the conservation of natural gas. 
By 11 Congress instructed the Commission to make reports on compacts between two or more States 
dealing with the conservation, production and transportation of natural gas. 22 The Commission was 
also directed to recommend further legislation appropriate or necessary to carry out any proposed 
compact and 'to aid in the conservation of natural-gas resources within the United States and in the 
orderly, equitable, and economic production, transportation, and distribution of natural gas.' 11(a). Thus 
Congress was quite aware of the interests of the producing states in their natural gas supplies. 23 But it 
left the protection of [320 U.S. 591, 614]   those interests to measures other than the maintenance of high 
rates to private companies. If the Commission is to be compelled to let the stockholders of natural gas 
companies have a feast so that the producing states may receive crumbs from that table, the present Act 
must be redesigned. Such a project raises questions of policy which go beyond our province.  

It is hardly necessary to add that a limitation on the net earnings of a natural gas company from its 
interstate business is not a limitation on the power of the producing state either to safeguard its tax 
revenues from that industry24 or to protect the interests of those who sell their gas to the interstate 
operator. 25 The return which the Com- [320 U.S. 591, 615]   mission allowed was the net return after all 
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such charges.  

It is suggested that the Commission has failed to perform its duty under the Act in that it has not 
allowed a return for gas production that will be enough to induce private enterprise to perform 
completely and efficiently its functions for the public. The Commission, however, was not oblivious of 
those matters. It considered them. It allowed, for example, delay rentals and exploration and 
development costs in operating expenses. 26 No serious attempt has been made here to show that they 
are inadequate. We certainly cannot say that they are, unless we are to substitute our opinions for the 
expert judgment of the administrators to whom Congress entrusted the decision. Moreover, if in light of 
experience they turn out to be inadequate for development of new sources of supply, the doors of the 
Commission are open for increased allowances. This is not an order for all time. The Act contains 
machinery for obtaining rate adjustments. 4.  

But it is said that the Commission placed too low a rate on gas for industrial purposes as compared with 
gas for domestic purposes and that industrial uses should be discouraged. It should be noted in the first 
place that the rates which the Commission has fixed are Hope's interstate wholesale rates to distributors 
not interstate rates to industrial users27 and domestic consumers. We hardly [320 U.S. 591, 616]   can 
assume, in view of the history of the Act and its provisions, that the resales intrastate by the customer 
companies which distribute the gas to ultimate consumers in Ohio and Pennsylvania are subject to the 
rate-making powers of the Commission. 28 But in any event those rates are not in issue here. Moreover, 
we fail to find in the power to fix 'just and reasonable' rates the power to fix rates which will disallow or 
discourage resales for industrial use. The Committee Report stated that the Act provided 'for regulation 
along recognized and more or less standardized lines' and that there was 'nothing novel in its 
provisions'. H.Rep.No.709, supra, p. 3. Yet if we are now to tell the Commission to fix the rates so as to 
discourage particular uses, we would indeed be injecting into a rate case a 'novel' doctrine which has no 
express statutory sanction. The same would be true if we were to hold that the wasting-asset nature of 
the industry required the maintenance of the level of rates so that natural gas companies could make a 
greater profit on each unit of gas sold. Such theories of rate-making for this industry may or may not be 
desirable. The difficulty is that 4(a) and 5(a) contain only the conventional standards of rate-making for 
natural gas companies. 29 The [320 U.S. 591, 617]   Act of February 7, 1942, by broadening 7 gave the 
Commission some additional authority to deal with the conservation aspects of the problem. 30 But 4(a) 
and 5(a) were not changed. If the standard of 'just and reasonable' is to sanction the maintenance of high 
rates by a natural gas company because they restrict the use of natural gas for certain purposes, the Act 
must be further amended.  

It is finally suggested that the rates charged by Hope are discriminatory as against domestic users and in 
favor of industrial users. That charge is apparently based on 4(b) of the Act which forbids natural gas 
companies from maintaining 'any unreasonable difference in rates, charges, service, facilities, or in any 
other respect, either as between localities or as between classes of service.' The power of the 
Commission to eliminate any such unreasonable differences or discriminations is plain . 5(a). The 
Commission, however, made no findings under 4(b). Its failure in that regard was not challenged in the 
petition to review. And it has not been raised or argued here by any party. Hence the problem of 
discrimination has no proper place in the present decision. It will be time enough to pass on that issue 
when it is presented to us. Congress has entrusted the administration of the Act to the Commission not 
to the courts. Apart from the requirements of judicial review it is not [320 U.S. 591, 618]   for us to advise 
the Commission how to discharge its functions.  

Findings as to the Lawfulness of Past Rates. As we have noted, the Commission made certain findings 
as to the lawfulness of past rates which Hope had charged its interstate customers. Those findings were 
made on the complaint of the City of Cleveland and in aid of state regulation. It is conceded that under 
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the Act the Commission has no power to make reparation orders. And its power to fix rates admittedly 
is limited to those 'to be thereafter observed and in force.' 5(a). But the Commission maintains that it 
has the power to make findings as to the lawfulness of past rates even though it has no power to fix 
those rates. 31 However that may be, we do not think that these findings were reviewable under 19(b) 
of the Act. That section gives any party 'aggrieved by an order' of the Commission a review 'of such 
order' in the circuit court of appeals for the circuit where the natural gas company is located or has its 
principal place of business or in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. We do 
not think that the findings in question fall within that category.  

The Court recently summarized the various types of administrative action or determination reviewable 
as orders under the Urgent Deficiencies Act of October 22, [320 U.S. 591, 619]   1913, 28 U.S.C. 45, 47a, 
28 U.S.C.A. 45, 47a, and kindred statutory provisions. Rochester Tel. Corp. v. United States, 307 U.S. 
125 , 59 S.Ct. 754. It was there pointed out that where 'the order sought to be reviewed does not of itself 
adversely affect complainant but only affects his rights adversely on the contingency of future 
administrative action', it is not reviewable. Id., 307 U.S. at page 130, 59 S.Ct. at page 757. The Court 
said, 'In view of traditional conceptions of federal judicial power, resort to the courts in these situations 
is either premature or wholly beyond their province.' Id., 307 U.S. at page 130, 59 S.Ct. at page 757. 
And see United States v. Los Angeles & S. L.R. Co., 273 U.S. 299, 309 , 310 S., 47 S.Ct. 413, 414, 
415; Shannahan v. United States, 303 U.S. 596 , 58 S.Ct. 732. These considerations are apposite here. 
The Commission has no authority to enforce these findings. They are 'the exercise solely of the function 
of investigation.' United States v. Los Angeles & S.L.R. Co., supra, 273 U.S. at page 310, 47 S.Ct. at 
page 414. They are only a preliminary, interim step towards possible future action-action not by the 
Commission but by wholly independent agencies. The outcome of those proceedings may turn on 
factors other than these findings. These findings may never result in the respondent feeling the pinch of 
administrative action.  

REVERSED.  

Mr. Justice ROBERTS took no part in the consideration or decision of this case.  

Opinion of Mr. Justice BLACK and Mr. Justice MURPHY.  

We agree with the Court's opinion and would add nothing to what has been said but for what is patently 
a wholly gratuitous assertion as to Constitutional law in the dissent of Mr. Justice FRANKFURTER. 
We refer to the statement that 'Congressional acquiescence to date in the doctrine of Chicago, etc., R. 
Co. v. Minnesota, supra ( 134 U.S. 418 , 10 S.Ct. 462, 702), may fairly be claimed.' That was the case 
in which a majority of this Court was finally induced to expand the meaning [320 U.S. 591, 620]   of 'due 
process' so as to give courts power to block efforts of the state and national governments to regulate 
economic affairs. The present case does not afford a proper occasion to discuss the soundness of that 
doctrine because, as stated in Mr. Justice FRANKFURTER'S dissent, 'That issue is not here in 
controversy.' The salutary practice whereby courts do not discuss issues in the abstract applies with 
peculiar force to Constitutional questions. Since, however, the dissent adverts to a highly controversial 
due process doctrine and implies its acceptance by Congress, we feel compelled to say that we do not 
understand that Congress voluntarily has acquiesced in a Constitutional principle of government that 
courts, rather than legislative bodies, possess final authority over regulation of economic affairs. Even 
this Court has not always fully embraced that principle, and we wish to repeat that we have never 
acquiesced in it, and do not now. See Federal Power Commission v. Natural Gas Pipeline Co., 315 U.S. 
575 , 599-601, 62 S.Ct. 736, 749, 750.  

Mr. Justice REED, dissenting.  
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This case involves the problem of rate making under the Natural Gas Act. Added importance arises 
from the obvious fact that the principles stated are generally applicable to all federal agencies which are 
entrusted with the determination of rates for utilities. Because my views differ somewhat from those of 
my brethren, it may be of some value to set them out in a summary form.  

The Congress may fix utility rates in situations subject to federal control without regard to any standard 
except the constitutional standards of due process and for taking private property for public use without 
just compensation. Wilson v. New, 243 U.S. 332, 350 , 37 S.Ct. 298, 302, L.R.A.1917E, 938, 
Ann.Cas.1918A, 1024. A Commission, however, does not have this freedom of action. Its powers are 
limited not only by the constitutional standards but also by the standards of the delegation. Here the 
standard added by the Natural Gas Act is that the rate be 'just [320 U.S. 591, 621]   and reasonable.' 1 
Section 62 throws additional light on the meaning of these words.  

When the phrase was used by Congress to describe allowable rates, it had relation to something 
ascertainable. The rates were not left to the whim of the Commission. The rates fixed would produce an 
annual return and that annual return was to be compared with a theoretical just and reasonable return, 
all risks considered, on the fair value of the property used and useful in the public service at the time of 
the determination.  

Such an abstract test is not precise. The agency charged with its determination has a wide range before 
it could properly be said by a court that the agency had disregarded statutory standards or had 
confiscated the property of the utility for public use. Cf. Chicago, M. & St. P.R. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 
U.S. 418 , 461-466, 10 S.Ct. 462, 702, 703-705, dissent. This is as Congress intends. Rates are left to an 
experienced agency particularly competent by training to appraise the amount required.  

The decision as to a reasonable return had not been a source of great difficulty, for borrowers and 
lenders reached such agreements daily in a multitude of situations; and although the determination of 
fair value had been troublesome, its essentials had been worked out in fairness to investor and consumer 
by the time of the en- [320 U.S. 591, 622]   actment of this Act. Cf. Los Angeles G. & E. Corp. v. Railroad 
Comm., 289 U.S. 287 , 304 et seq., 53 S.Ct. 637, 643 et seq.. The results were well known to Congress 
and had that body desired to depart from the traditional concepts of fair value and earnings, it would 
have stated its intention plainly. Helvering v. Griffiths, 318 U.S. 371 , 63 S. Ct. 636.  

It was already clear that when rates are in dispute, 'earnings produced by rates do not afford a standard 
for decision.' 289 U.S. at page 305, 53 S.Ct. at page 644. Historical cost, prudent investment and 
reproduction cost3 were all relevant factors in determining fair value. Indeed, disregarding the pioneer 
investor's risk, if prudent investment and reproduction cost were not distorted by changes in price levels 
or technology, each of them would produce the same result. The realization from the risk of an 
investment in a speculative field, such as natural gas utilities, should be reflected in the present fair 
value. 4 The amount of evidence to be admitted on any point was of course in the agency's reasonable 
discretion, and it was free to give its own weight to these or other factors and to determine from all the 
evidence its own judgment as to the necessary rates. [320 U.S. 591, 623]   I agree with the Court in not 
imposing a rule of prudent investment alone in determining the rate base. This leaves the Commission 
free, as I understand it, to use any available evidence for its finding of fair value, including both prudent 
investment and the cost of installing at the present time an efficient system for furnishing the needed 
utility service.  

My disagreement with the Court arises primarily from its view that it makes no difference how the 
Commission reached the rate fixed so long as the result is fair and reasonable. For me the statutory 
command to the Commission is more explicit. Entirely aside from the constitutional problem of 
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whether the Congress could validly delegate its rate making power to the Commission, in toto and 
without standards, it did legislate in the light of the relation of fair and reasonable to fair value and 
reasonable return. The Commission must therefore make its findings in observance of that relationship. 

The Federal Power Commission did not, as I construe their action, disregard its statutory duty. They 
heard the evidence relating to historical and reproduction cost and to the reasonable rate of return and 
they appraised its weight. The evidence of reproduction cost was rejected as unpersuasive, but from the 
other evidence they found a rate base, which is to me a determination of fair value. On that base the 
earnings allowed seem fair and reasonable. So far as the Commission went in appraising the property 
employed in the service, I find nothing in the result which indicates confiscation, unfairness or 
unreasonableness. Good administration of rate making agencies under this method would avoid undue 
delay and render revaluations unnecessary except after violent fluctuations of price levels. Rate making 
under this method has been subjected to criticism. But until Congress changes the standards for the 
agencies, these rate making bodies should continue the conventional theory of rate [320 U.S. 591, 624]   
making. It will probably be simpler to improve present methods than to devise new ones.  

But a major error, I think was committed in the disregard by the Commission of the investment in 
exploratory operations and other recognized capital costs. These were not considered by the 
Commission because they were charged to operating expenses by the company at a time when it was 
unregulated. Congress did not direct the Commission in rate making to deduct from the rate base capital 
investment which had been recovered during the unregulated period through excess earnings. In my 
view this part of the investment should no more have been disregarded in the rate base than any other 
capital investment which previously had been recovered and paid out in dividends or placed to surplus. 
Even if prudent investment throughout the life of the property is accepted as the formula for figuring the 
rate base, it seems to me illogical to throw out the admittedly prudent cost of part of the property 
because the earnings in the unregulated period had been sufficient to return the prudent cost to the 
investors over and above a reasonable return. What would the answer be under the theory of the 
Commission and the Court, if the only prudent investment in this utility had been the seventeen million 
capital charges which are now disallowed?  

For the reasons heretofore stated, I should affirm the action of the Circuit Court of Appeals in returning 
the proceeding to the Commission for further consideration and should direct the Commission to accept 
the disallowed capital investment in determining the fair value for rate making purposes.  

Mr. Justice FRANKFURTER, dissenting.  

My brother JACKSON has analyzed with particularity the economic and social aspects of natural gas as 
well as [320 U.S. 591, 625]   the difficulties which led to the enactment of the Natural Gas Act, especially 
those arising out of the abortive attempts of States to regulate natural gas utilities. The Natural Gas Act 
of 1938 should receive application in the light of this analysis, and Mr. Justice JACKSON has, I 
believe, drawn relevant inferences regarding the duty of the Federal Power Commission in fixing 
natural gas rates. His exposition seems to me unanswered, and I shall say only a few words to 
emphasize my basic agreement with him.  

For our society the needs that are met by public utilities are as truly public services as the traditional 
governmental functions of police and justice. They are not less so when these services are rendered by 
private enterprise under governmental regulation. Who ultimately determines the ways of regulation, is 
the decisive aspect in the public supervision of privately-owned utilities. Foreshadowed nearly sixty 
years ago, Railroad Commission Cases (Stone v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co.), 116 U.S. 307, 331 , 6 
S.Ct. 334, 344, 388, 1191, it was decided more than fifty years ago that the final say under the 
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Constitution lies with the judiciary and not the legislature. Chicago, etc., R. Co. v. Minnesota , 134 U.S. 
418 , 10 S.Ct. 462, 702.  

While legal issues touching the proper distribution of governmental powers under the Constitution may 
always be raised, Congressional acquiescence to date in the doctrine of Chicago, etc., R. Co. v. 
Minnesota, supra, may fairly be claimed. But in any event that issue is not here in controversy. As 
pointed out in the opinions of my brethren, Congress has given only limited authority to the Federal 
Power Commission and made the exercise of that authority subject to judicial review. The Commission 
is authorized to fix rates chargeable for natural gas. But the rates that it can fix must be 'just and 
reasonable'. 5 of the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S. C. 717d, 15 U.S.C.A. 717d. Instead of making the 
Commission's rate determinations final, Con- [320 U.S. 591, 626]   gress specifically provided for court 
review of such orders. To be sure, 'the finding of the Commission as to the facts, if supported by 
substantial evidence' was made 'conclusive', 19 of the Act, 15 U.S.C. 717r; 15 U.S.C.A. 717r. But 
obedience of the requirement of Congress that rates be 'just and reasonable' is not an issue of fact of 
which the Commission's own determination is conclusive. Otherwise, there would be nothing for a 
court to review except questions of compliance with the procedural provisions of the Natural Gas Act. 
Congress might have seen fit so to cast its legislation. But it has not done so. It has committed to the 
administration of the Federal Power Commission the duty of applying standards of fair dealing and of 
reasonableness relevant to the purposes expressed by the Natural Gas Act. The requirement that rates 
must be 'just and reasonable' means just and reasonable in relation to appropriate standards. Otherwise 
Congress would have directed the Commission to fix such rates as in the judgment of the Commission 
are just and reasonable; it would not have also provided that such determinations by the Commission 
are subject to court review.  

To what sources then are the Commission and the courts to go for ascertaining the standards relevant to 
the regulation of natural gas rates? It is at this point that Mr. Justice JACKSON'S analysis seems to me 
pertinent. There appear to be two alternatives. Either the fixing of natural gas rates must be left to the 
unguided discretion of the Commission so long as the rates it fixes do not reveal a glaringly had 
prophecy of the ability of a regulated utility to continue its service in the future. Or the Commission's 
rate orders must be founded on due consideration of all the elements of the public interest which the 
production and distribution of natural gas involve just because it is natural gas. These elements are 
reflected in the Natural Gas Act, if that Act be applied as an entirety. See, for [320 U.S. 591, 627]   
instance, 4(a)(b)(c)(d), 6, and 11, 15 U.S.C. 717c(a)(b)(c)(d), 717e, and 717j, 15 U.S.C.A. 717c(a-d), 
717e, 717j. Of course the statute is not concerned with abstract theories of ratemaking. But its very 
foundation is the 'public interest', and the public interest is a texture of multiple strands. It includes 
more than contemporary investors and contemporary consumers. The needs to be served are not 
restricted to immediacy, and social as well as economic costs must be counted.  

It will not do to say that it must all be left to the skill of experts. Expertise is a rational process and a 
rational process implies expressed reasons for judgment. It will little advance the public interest to 
substitute for the hodge-podge of the rule in Smyth v. Ames, 169 U.S. 466 , 18 S.Ct. 418, an 
encouragement of conscious obscurity or confusion in reaching a result, on the assumption that so long 
as the result appears harmless its basis is irrelevant. That may be an appropriate attitude when state 
action is challenged as unconstitutional. Cf. Driscoll v. Edison Light & Power Co., 307 U.S. 104 , 59 
S.Ct. 715. But it is not to be assumed that it was the design of Congress to make the accommodation of 
the conflicting interests exposed in Mr. Justice JACKSON'S opinion the occasion for a blind clash of 
forces or a partial assessment of relevant factors, either before the Commission or here.  

The objection to the Commission's action is not that the rates it granted were too low but that the range 
of its vision was too narrow. And since the issues before the Commission involved no less than the total 
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public interest, the proceedings before it should not be judged by narrow conceptions of common law 
pleading. And so I conclude that the case should be returned to the Commission. In order to enable this 
Court to discharge its duty of reviewing the Commission's order, the Commission should set forth with 
explicitness the criteria by which it is guided [320 U.S. 591, 628]   in determining that rates are 'just and 
reasonable', and it should determine the public interest that is in its keeping in the perspective of the 
considerations set forth by Mr. Justice JACKSON.  

By Mr. Justice JACKSON.  

Certainly the theory of the court below that ties rate-making to the fair-value-reproduction-cost formula 
should be overruled as in conflict with Federal Power Commission v. Natural Gas Pipeline Co.1 But the 
case should, I think, be the occasion for reconsideration of our rate-making doctrine as applied to 
natural gas and should be returned to the Commission for further consideration in the light thereof.  

The Commission appears to have understood the effect of the two opinions in the Pipeline case to be at 
least authority and perhaps direction to fix natural gas rates by exclusive application of the 'prudent 
investment' rate base theory. This has no warrant in the opinion of the Chief Justice for the Court, 
however, which released the Commission from subservience to 'any single formula or combination of 
formulas' provided its order, 'viewed in its entirety, produces no arbitrary result.' 315 U.S. at page 586, 
62 S.Ct. at page 743. The minority opinion I understood to advocate the 'prudent investment' theory as a 
sufficient guide in a natural gas case. The view was expressed in the court below that since this opinion 
was not expressly controverted it must have been approved. 2 I disclaim this im- [320 U.S. 591, 629]   
puted approval with some particularity, because I attach importance at the very beginning of federal 
regulation of the natural gas industry to approaching it as the performance of economic functions, not as 
the performance of legalistic rituals.  

I.  

Solutions of these cases must consider eccentricities of the industry which gives rise to them and also to 
the Act of Congress by which they are governed.  

The heart of this problem is the elusive, exhaustible, and irreplaceable nature of natural gas itself. Given 
sufficient money, we can produce any desired amount of railroad, bus, or steamship transportation, or 
communications facilities, or capacity for generation of electric energy, or for the manufacture of gas of 
a kind. In the service of such utilities one customer has little concern with the amount taken by another, 
one's waste will not deprive another, a volume of service and be created equal to demand, and today's 
demands will not exhaust or lessen capacity to serve tomorrow. But the wealth of Midas and the wit of 
man cannot produce or reproduce a natural gas field. We cannot even reproduce the gas, for our 
manufactured product has only about half the heating value per unit of nature's own. 3    

Natural gas in some quantity is produced in twenty-four states. It is consumed in only thirty-five states, 
and is [320 U.S. 591, 630]   available only to about 7,600,000 consumers. 4 Its availability has been more 
localized than that of any other utility service because it has depended more on the caprice of nature.  

The supply of the Hope Company is drawn from that old and rich and vanishing field that flanks the 
Appalachian mountains. Its center of production is Pennsylvania and West Virginia, with a fringe of 
lesser production in New York, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, and the north end of Alabama. Oil was 
discovered in commercial quantities at a depth of only 69 1/2 feet near Titusville, Pennsylvania, in 
1859. Its value then was about $ 16 per barrel. 5 The oil branch of the petroleum industry went forward 
at once, and with unprecedented speed. The area productive of oil and gas was roughed out by the 
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drilling of over 19,000 'wildcat' wells, estimated to have cost over $222,000,000. Of these, over 18,000 
or 94.9 per cent, were 'dry holes.' About five per cent, or 990 wells, made discoveries of commercial 
importance, 767 of them resulting chiefly in oil and 223 in gas only. 6 Prospecting for many years was 
a search for oil, and to strike gas was a misfortune. Waste during this period and even later is appalling. 
Gas was regarded as having no commercial value until about 1882, in which year the total yield was 
valued only at about $75,000.7 Since then, contrary to oil, which has become cheaper gas in this field 
has pretty steadily advanced in price.  

While for many years natural gas had been distributed on a small scale for lighting,8 its acceptance was 
slow, [320 U.S. 591, 631]   facilities for its utilization were primitive, and not until 1885 did it take on the 
appearance of a substantial industry. 9 Soon monopoly of production or markets developed. 10 To get 
gas from the mountain country, where it was largely found, to centers of population, where it was in 
demand, required very large investment. By ownership of such facilities a few corporate systems, each 
including several companies, controlled access to markets. Their purchases became the dominating 
factor in giving a market value to gas produced by many small operators. Hope is the market for over 
300 such operators. By 1928 natural gas in the Appalachian field commanded an average price of 21.1 
cents per m.c.f. at points of production and was bringing 45.7 cents at points of consumption. 11 The 
companies which controlled markets, however, did not rely on gas purchases alone. They acquired and 
held in fee or leasehold great acreage in territory proved by 'wildcat' drilling. These large marketing 
system companies as well as many small independent owners and operators have carried on the 
commercial development of proved territory. The development risks appear from the estimate that up to 
1928, 312,318 proved area wells had been sunk in the Appalachian field of which 48,962, or 15.7 per 
cent, failed to produce oil or gas in commercial quantity. 12   [320 U.S. 591, 632]   With the source of 
supply thus tapped to serve centers of large demand, like Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Youngstown, 
Akron, and other industrial communities, the distribution of natural gas fast became big business. Its 
advantages as a fuel and its price commended it, and the business yielded a handsome return. All was 
merry and the goose hung high for consumers and gas companies alike until about the time of the first. 
World War. Almost unnoticed by the consuming public, the whole Appalachian field passed its peak of 
production and started to decline. Pennsylvania, which to 1928 had given off about 38 per cent of the 
natural gas from this field, had its peak in 1905; Ohio, which had produced 14 per cent, had its peak in 
1915; and West Virginia, greatest producer of all, with 45 per cent to its credit, reached its peak in 
1917.13  

Western New York and Eastern Ohio, on the fringe of the field, had some production but relied heavily 
on imports from Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Pennsylvania, a producing and exporting state, was a 
heavy consumer and supplemented her production with imports from West Virginia. West Virginia was 
a consuming state, but the lion's share of her production was exported. Thus the interest of the states in 
the North Appalachian supply was in conflict.  

Competition among localities to share in the failing supply and the helplessness of state and local 
authorities in the presence of state lines and corporate complexities is a part of the background of 
federal intervention in the industry. 14 West Virginia took the boldest measure. It legislated a priority in 
its entire production in favor of its own inhabitants. That was frustrated by an injunc- [320 U.S. 591, 633]   
tion from this Court. 15 Throughout the region clashes in the courts and conflicting decisions evidenced 
public anxiety and confusion. It was held that the New York Public Service Commission did not have 
power to classify consumers and restrict their use of gas. 16 That Commission held that a company 
could not abandon a part of its territory and still serve the rest. 17 Some courts admonished the 
companies to take action to protect consumers. 18 Several courts held that companies, regardless of 
failing supply, must continue to take on customers, but such compulsory additions were finally held to 
be within the Public Service Commission's discretion. 19 There were attempts to throw up franchises 
and quit the service, and municipalities resorted to the courts with conflicting results. 20 Public service 
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commissions of consuming states were handicapped, for they had no control of the supply. 21   [320 U.S. 
591, 634]   Shortages during World War I occasioned the first intervention in the natural gas industry by 
the Federal Government. Under Proclamation of President Wilson the United States Fuel Administrator 
took control, stopped extensions, classified consumers and established a priority for domestic over 
industrial use. 22 After the war federal control was abandoned. Some cities once served with natural gas 
became dependent upon mixed gas of reduced heating value and relatively higher price. 23    

Utilization of natural gas of highest social as well as economic return is domestic use for cooking and 
water [320 U.S. 591, 635]   heating, followed closely by use for space heating in homes. This is the true 
public utility aspect of the enterprise, and its preservation should be the first concern of regulation. Gas 
does the family cooking cheaper than any other fuel. 24 But its advantages do not end with dollars and 
cents cost. It is delivered without interruption at the meter as needed and is paid for after it is used. No 
money is tied up in a supply, and no space is used for storage. It requires no handling, creates no dust, 
and leaves no ash. It responds to thermostatic control. It ignites easily and immediately develops its 
maximum heating capacity. These incidental advantages make domestic life more liveable.  

Industrial use is induced less by these qualities than by low cost in competition with other fuels. Of the 
gas exported from West Virginia by the Hope Company a very substantial part is used by industries. 
This wholesale use speeds exhaustion of supply and displaces other fuels. Coal miners and the coal 
industry, a large part of whose costs are wages, have complained of unfair competition from low-priced 
industrial gas produced with relatively little labor cost. 25    

Gas rate structures generally have favored industrial users. In 1932, in Ohio, the average yield on gas 
for domestic consumption was 62.1 cents per m.c.f. and on in- [320 U.S. 591, 636]   dustrial, 38.7. In 
Pennsylvania, the figures were 62.9 against 31.7. West Virginia showed the least spread, domestic 
consumers paying 36.6 cents; and industrial, 27.7.26 Although this spread is less than in other parts of 
the United States,27 it can hardly be said to be self-justifying. It certainly is a very great factor in 
hastening decline of the natural gas supply.  

About the time of World War I there were occasional and short-lived efforts by some hard-pressed 
companies to reverse this discrimination and adopt graduated rates, giving a low rate to quantities 
adequate for domestic use and graduating it upward to discourage industrial use. 28   [320 U.S. 591, 637]   
These rates met opposition from industrial sources, of course, and since diminished revenues from 
industrial sources tended to increase the domestic price, they met little popular or commission favor. 
The fact is that neither the gas companies nor the consumers nor local regulatory bodies can be 
depended upon to conserve gas. Unless federal regulation will take account of conservation, its efforts 
seem, as in this case, actually to constitute a new threat to the life of the Appalachian supply.  

II.  

Congress in 1938 decided upon federal regulation of the industry. It did so after an exhaustive 
investigation of all aspects including failing supply and competition for the use of natural gas 
intensified by growing scarcity. 29 Pipelines from the Appalachian area to markets were in the control 
of a handful of holding company systems. 30 This created a highly concentrated control of the 
producers' market and of the consumers' supplies. While holding companies dominated both production 
and distribution they segregated those activities in separate [320 U.S. 591, 638]   subsidiaries,31 the effect 
of which, if not the purpose, was to isolate some end of the business from the reach of any one state 
commission. The cost of natural gas to consumers moved steadily upwards over the years, out of 
proportion to prices of oil, which, except for the element of competition, is produced under somewhat 
comparable conditions. The public came to feel that the companies were exploiting the growing scarcity 
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of local gas. The problems of this region had much to do with creating the demand for federal 
regulation.  

The Natural Gas Act declared the natural gas business to be 'affected with a public interest,' and its 
regulation 'necessary in the public interest.' 32 Originally, and at the time this proceeding was 
commenced and tried, it also declared 'the intention of Congress that natural gas shall be sold in 
interstate commerce for resale for ultimate public consumption for domestic, commercial, industrial, or 
any other use at the lowest possible reasonable rate consistent with the maintenance of adequate service 
in the public interest.' 33 While this was later dropped, there is nothing to indicate that it was not and is 
not still an accurate statement of purpose of the Act. Extension or improvement of facilities may be 
ordered when 'necessary or desirable in the public interest,' abandonment of facilities may be ordered 
when the supply is 'depleted to the extent that the continuance of service is unwarranted, or that the 
present or future public convenience or necessity [320 U.S. 591, 639]   permit' abandonment and certain 
extensions can only be made on finding of 'the present or future public convenience and necessity.' 34 
The Commission is required to take account of the ultimate use of the gas. Thus it is given power to 
suspend new schedules as to rates, charges, and classification of services except where the schedules are 
for the sale of gas 'for resale for industrial use only,'35 which gives the companies greater freedom to 
increase rates on industrial gas than on domestic gas. More particularly, the Act expressly forbids any 
undue preference or advantage to any person or 'any unreasonable difference in rates ... either as 
between localities or as between classes of service.' 36 And the power of the Commission expressly 
includes that to determine the 'just and reasonable rate, charge, classification, rule, regulation, practice, 
or contract to be thereafter observed and in force.' 37    

In view of the Court's opinion that the Commission in administering the Act may ignore discrimination, 
it is interesting that in reporting this Bill both the Senate and the House Committees on Interstate 
Commerce pointed out that in 1934, on a nationwide average the price of natural gas per m.c.f. was 74.6 
cents for domestic use, 49.6 cents for commercial use, and 16.9 for industrial use. 38 I am not ready to 
think that supporters of a bill called attention to the striking fact that householders were being charged 
five times as much for their gas as industrial users only as a situation which the Bill would do nothing 
to remedy. On the other hand the Act gave to the Commission what the Court aptly describes as 'broad 
powers of regulation.' [320 U.S. 591, 640]   III.  

This proceeding was initiated by the Cities of Cleveland and Akron. They alleged that the price charged 
by Hope for natural gas 'for resale to domestic, commercial and small industrial consumers in Cleveland 
and elsewhere is excessive, unjust, unreasonable, greatly in excess of the price charged by Hope to 
nonaffiliated companies at wholesale for resale to domestic, commercial and small industrial 
consumers, and greatly in excess of the price charged by Hope to East Ohio for resale to certain favored 
industrial consumers in Ohio, and therefore is further unduly discriminatory between consumers and 
between classes of service' (italics supplied). The company answered admitting differences in prices to 
affiliated and nonaffiliated companies and justifying them by differences in conditions of delivery. As 
to the allegation that the contract price is 'greatly in excess of the price charged by Hope to East Ohio 
for resale to certain favored industrial consumers in Ohio,' Hope did not deny a price differential, but 
alleged that industrial gas was not sold to 'favored consumers' but was sold under contract and 
schedules filed with and approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, and that certain 
conditions of delivery made it not 'unduly discriminatory.'  

The record shows that in 1940 Hope delivered for industrial consumption 36,523,792 m.c.f. and for 
domestic and commercial consumption, 50,343,652 m.c.f. I find no separate figure for domestic 
consumption. It served 43,767 domestic consumers directly, 511,521 through the East Ohio Gas 
Company, and 154,043 through the Peoples Natural Gas Company, both affiliates owned by the same 
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parent. Its special contracts for industrial consumption, so far as appear, are confined to about a dozen 
big industries. [320 U.S. 591, 641]   Hope is responsible for discrimination as exists in favor of these few 
industrial consumers. It controls both the resale price and use of industrial gas by virtue of the very 
interstate sales contracts over which the Commission is exercising its jurisdiction.  

Hope's contract with East Ohio Company is an example. Hope agrees to deliver, and the Ohio Company 
to take, '(a) all natural gas requisite for the supply of the domestic consumers of the Ohio Company; (b) 
such amounts of natural gas as may be requisite to fulfill contracts made with the consent and approval 
of the Hope Company by the Ohio Company, or companies which it supplies with natural gas, for the 
sale of gas upon special terms and conditions for manufacturing purposes.' The Ohio company is 
required to read domestic customers' meters once a month and meters of industrial customers daily and 
to furnish all meter readings to Hope. The Hope Company is to have access to meters of all consumers 
and to all of the Ohio Company's accounts. The domestic consumers of the Ohio Company are to be 
fully supplied in preference to consumers purchasing for manufacturing purposes and 'Hope Company 
can be required to supply gas to be used for manufacturing purposes only where the same is sold under 
special contracts which have first been submitted to and approved in writing by the Hope Company and 
which expressly provide that natural gas will be supplied thereunder only in so far as the same is not 
necessary to meet the requirements of domestic consumers supplied through pipe lines of the Ohio 
Company.' This basic contract was supplemented from time to time, chiefly as to price. The last 
amendment was in a letter from Hope to East Ohio in 1937. It contained a special discount on industrial 
gas and a schedule of special industrial contracts, Hope reserving the right to make eliminations 
therefrom and agreeing that others might be added from time to [320 U.S. 591, 642]   time with its approval 
in writing. It said, 'It is believed that the price concessions contained in this letter, while not based on 
our costs, are under certain conditions, to our mutual advantage in maintaining and building up the 
volumes of gas sold by us (italics supplied).'39  

The Commission took no note of the charges of discrimination and made no disposition of the issue 
tendered on this point. It ordered a flat reduction in the price per m.c.f. of all gas delivered by Hope in 
interstate commerce. It made no limitation, condition, or provision as to what classes of consumers 
should get the benefit of the reduction. While the cities have accepted and are defending the reduction, 
it is my view that the discrimination of which they have complained is perpetuated and increased by the 
order of the Commission and that it violates the Act in so doing.  

The Commission's opinion aptly characterizes its entire objective by saying that 'bona fide investment 
figures now become all-important in the regulation of rates.' It should be noted that the all-importance 
of this theory is not the result of any instruction from Congress. When the Bill to regulate gas was first 
before Congress it con- [320 U.S. 591, 643]   tained the following: 'In determining just and reasonable rates 
the Commission shall fix such rate as will allow a fair return upon the actual legitimate prudent cost of 
the property used and useful for the service in question.' H.R. 5423, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. Title III, 312
(c). Congress rejected this language. See H.R. 5423, 213 (211(c)), and H.R. Rep. No. 1318, 74th Cong., 
1st Sess. 30.  

The Commission contends nevertheless that the 'all important' formula for finding a rate base is that of 
prudent investment. But it excluded from the investment base an amount actually and admittedly 
invested of some $17,000,000. It did so because it says that the Company recouped these expenditures 
from customers before the days of regulation from earnings above a fair return. But it would not apply 
all of such 'excess earnings' to reduce the rate base as one of the Commissioners suggested. The reason 
for applying excess earnings to reduce the investment base roughly from $69,000,000 to $52,000,000 
but refusing to apply them to reduce it from that to some $18,000,000 is not found in a difference in the 
character of the earnings or in their reinvestment. The reason assigned is a difference in bookkeeping 
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treatment many years before the Company was subject to regulation. The $17,000,000, reinvested 
chiefly in well drilling, was treated on the books as expense. (The Commission now requires that 
drilling costs be carried to capital account.) The allowed rate base thus actually was determined by the 
Company's bookkeeping, not its investment. This attributes a significance to formal classification in 
account keeping that seems inconsistent with rational rate regulation. 40 Of [320 U.S. 591, 644]   course, 
the Commission would not and should not allow a rate base to be inflated by bookkeeping which had 
improperly capitalized expenses. I have doubts about resting public regulation upon any rule that is to 
be used or not depending on which side it favors. [320 U.S. 591, 645]   The Company on the other hand, 
has not put its gas fields into its calculations on the present-value basis, although that, it contends, is the 
only lawful rule for finding a rate base. To do so would result in a rate higher than it has charged or 
proposes as a matter of good business to charge.  

The case before us demonstrates the lack of rational relationship between conventional rate-base 
formulas and natural gas production and the extremities to which regulating bodies are brought by the 
effort to rationalize them. The Commission and the Company each stands on a different theory, and 
neither ventures to carry its theory to logical conclusion as applied to gas fields.  

IV.  

This order is under judicial review not because we interpose constitutional theories between a State and 
the business it seeks to regulate, but because Congress put upon the federal courts a duty toward 
administration of a new federal regulatory Act. If we are to hold that a given rate is reasonable just 
because the Commission has said it was reasonable, review becomes a costly, time-consuming pageant 
of no practical value to anyone. If on the other hand we are to bring judgment of our own to the task, we 
should for the guidance of the regulators and the regulated reveal something of the philosophy, be it 
legal or economic or social, which guides us. We need not be slaves to a formula but unless we can 
point out a rational way of reaching our conclusions they can only be accepted as resting on intuition or 
predilection. I must admit that I possess no instinct jby which to know the 'reasonable' from the 
'unreasonable' in prices and must seek some conscious design for decision.  

The Court sustains this order as reasonable, but what makes it so or what could possibly make it 
otherwise, [320 U.S. 591, 646]   I cannot learn. It holds that: 'it is the result reached not the method 
employed which is controlling'; 'the fact that the method employed to reach that result may contain 
infirmities is not then important' and it is not 'important to this case to determine the various permissible 
ways in which any rate base on which the return is computed might be arrived at.' The Court does lean 
somewhat on considerations of capitalization and dividend history and requirements for dividends on 
outstanding stock. But I can give no real weight to that for it is generally and I think deservedly in 
discredit as any guide in rate cases. 41    

Our books already contain so much talk of methods of rationalizing rates that we must appear 
ambiguous if we announce results without our working methods. We are confronted with regulation of 
a unique type of enterprise which I think requires considered rejection of much conventional utility 
doctrine and adoption of concepts of 'just and reasonable' rates and practices and of the 'public interest' 
that will take account of the peculiarities of the business.  

The Court rejects the suggestions of this opinion. It says that the Committees in reporting the bill which 
became the Act said it provided 'for regulation along recognized and more or less standardized lines' 
and that there was 'nothing novel in its provisions.' So saying it sustains a rate calculated on a novel 
variation of a rate base theory which itself had at the time of enactment of the legislation been 
recognized only in dissenting opinions. Our difference seems to be between unconscious innovation,42 
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and the purposeful and deliberate innovation I [320 U.S. 591, 647]   would make to meet the necessities of 
regulating the industry before us.  

Hope's business has two components of quite divergent character. One, while not a conventional 
common-carrier undertaking, is essentially a transportation enterprise consisting of conveying gas from 
where it is produced to point of delivery to the buyer. This is a relatively routine operation not differing 
substantially from many other utility operations. The service is produced by an investment in 
compression and transmission facilities. Its risks are those of investing in a tested means of conveying a 
discovered supply of gas to a known market. A rate base calculated on the prudent investment formula 
would seem a reasonably satisfactory measure for fixing a return from that branch of the business 
whose service is roughly proportionate to the capital invested. But it has other consequences which 
must not be overlooked. It gives marketability and hence 'value' to gas owned by the company and 
gives the pipeline company a large power over the marketability and hence 'value' of the production of 
others.  

The other part of the business-to reduce to possession an adequate supply of natural gas-is of opposite 
character, being more erratic and irregular and unpredictable in relation to investment than any phase of 
any other utility business. A thousand feet of gas captured and severed from real estate for delivery to 
consumers is recognized under our law as property of much the same nature as a ton of coal, a barrel of 
oil, or a yard of sand. The value to be allowed for it is the real battleground between the investor and 
consumer. It is from this part of the business that the chief difference between the parties as to a proper 
rate base arises.  

It is necessary to a 'reasonable' price for gas that it be anchored to a rate base of any kind? Why did 
courts in the first place begin valuing 'rate bases' in order to 'value' something else? The method came 
into vogue [320 U.S. 591, 648]   in fixing rates for transportation service which the public obtained from 
common carriers. The public received none of the carriers' physical property but did make some use of 
it. The carriage was often a monopoly so there were no open market criteria as to reasonableness. The 
'value' or 'cost' of what was put to use in the service by the carrier was not a remote or irrelevant 
consideration in making such rates. Moreover the difficulty of appraising an intangible service was 
thought to be simplified if it could be related to physical property which was visible and measurable 
and the items of which might have market value. The court hoped to reason from the known to the 
unknown. But gas fields turn this method topsy turvy. Gas itself is tangible, possessible, and does have 
a market and a price in the field. The value of the rate base is more elusive than that of gas. It consists 
of intangibles-leaseholds and freeholds-operated and unoperated-of little use in themselves except as 
rights to reach and capture gas. Their value lies almost wholly in predictions of discovery, and of price 
of gas when captured, and bears little relation to cost of tools and supplies and labor to develop it. Gas 
is what Hope sells and it can be directly priced more reasonably and easily and accurately than the 
components of a rate base can be valued. Hence the reason for resort to a roundabout way of rate base 
price fixing does not exist in the case of gas in the field.  

But if found, and by whatever method found, a rate base is little help in determining reasonableness of 
the price of gas. Appraisal of present value of these intangible rights to pursue fugitive gas depends on 
the value assigned to the gas when captured. The 'present fair value' rate base, generally in ill repute,43 
is not even urged by the gas company for valuing its fields. [320 U.S. 591, 649]   The prudent investment 
theory has relative merits in fixing rates for a utility which creates its service merely by its investment. 
The amount and quality of service rendered by the usual utility will, at least roughly, be measured by 
the amount of capital it puts into the enterprise. But it has no rational application where there is no such 
relationship between investment and capacity to serve. There is no such relationship between 
investment and amount of gas produced. Let us assume that Doe and Roe each produces in West 
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Virginia for delivery to Cleveland the same quantity of natural gas per day. Doe, however, through luck 
or foresight or whatever it takes, gets his gas from investing $50,000 in leases and drilling. Roe drilled 
poorer territory, got smaller wells, and has invested $250,000. Does anybody imagine that Roe can get 
or ought to get for his gas five times as much as Doe because he has spent five times as much? The 
service one renders to society in the gas business is measured by what he gets out of the ground, not by 
what he puts into it, and there is little more relation between the investment and the results than in a 
game of poker.  

Two-thirds of the gas Hope handles it buys from about 340 independent producers. It is obvious that the 
principle of rate-making applied to Hope's own gas cannot be applied, and has not been applied, to the 
bulk of the gas Hope delivers. It is not probable that the investment of any two of these producers will 
bear the same ratio to their investments. The gas, however, all goes to the same use, has the same 
utilization value and the same ultimate price.  

To regulate such an enterprise by undiscriminatingly transplanting any body of rate doctrine conceived 
and [320 U.S. 591, 650]   adapted to the ordinary utility business can serve the 'public interest' as the 
Natural Gas Act requires, if at all, only by accident. Mr. Justice Brandeis, the pioneer juristic advocate 
of the prudent investment theory for man-made utilities, never, so far as I am able to discover, proposed 
its application to a natural gas case. On the other hand, dissenting in Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. 
West Virginia, he reviewed the problems of gas supply and said, 'In no other field of public service 
regulation is the controlling body confronted with factors so baffling as in the natural gas industry, and 
in none is continuous supervision and control required in so high a degree.' 262 U.S. 553, 621 , 43 S.Ct. 
658, 674, 32 A.L.R. 300. If natural gas rates are intelligently to be regulated we must fit our legal 
principles to the economy of the industry and not try to fit the industry to our books.  

As our decisions stand the Commission was justified in believing that it was required to proceed by the 
rate base method even as to gas in the field. For this reason the Court may not merely wash its hands of 
the method and rationale of rate making. The fact is that this Court, with no discussion of its fitness, 
simply transferred the rate base method to the natural gas industry. It happened in Newark Natural Gas 
& Fuel Co. v. City of Newark, Ohio, 1917, 242 U.S. 405 , 37 S.Ct. 156, 157, Ann. Cas.1917B, 1025, in 
which the company wanted 25 cents per m.c.f., and under the Fourteenth Amendment challenged the 
reduction to 18 cents by ordinance. This Court sustained the reduction because the court below 'gave 
careful consideration to the questions of the value of the property ... at the time of the inquiry,' and 
whether the rate 'would be sufficient to provide a fair return on the value of the property.' The Court 
said this method was 'based upon principles thoroughly established by repeated secisions of this court,' 
citing many cases, not one of which involved natural gas or a comparable wasting natural resource. 
Then came issues as to state power to [320 U.S. 591, 651]   regulate as affected by the commerce clause. 
Public Utilities Commission v. Landon, 1919, 249 U.S. 236 , 39 S.Ct. 268; Pennsylvania Gas Co. v. 
Public Service Commission, 1920, 252 U.S. 23 , 40 S.Ct. 279. These questions settled, the Court again 
was called upon in natural gas cases to consider state rate-making claimed to be invalid under the 
Fourteenth Amendment. United Fuel Gas Co. v. Railroad Commission of Kentucky, 1929, 278 U.S. 
300 , 49 S.Ct. 150; United Fuel Gas Company v. Public Service Commission of West Virginia, 1929, 
278 U.S. 322 , 49 S.Ct. 157. Then, as now, the differences were 'due chiefly to the difference in value 
ascribed by each to the gas rights and leaseholds.' 278 U.S. 300, 311 , 49 S.Ct. 150, 153. No one seems 
to have questioned that the rate base method must be pursued and the controversy was at what rate base 
must be used. Later the 'value' of gas in the field was questioned in determining the amount a regulated 
company should be allowed to pay an affiliate therefor-a state determination also reviewed under the 
Fourteenth Amendment. Dayton Power & Light Co. v. Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 1934, 292 
U.S. 290 , 54 S.Ct. 647; Columbus Gas & Fuel Co. v. Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 1934, 292 
U.S. 398 , 54 S.Ct. 763, 91 A.L.R. 1403. In both cases, one of which sustained, and one of which struck 
down a fixed rate the Court assumed the rate base method, as the legal way of testing reasonableness of 
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natural gas prices fixed by public authority, without examining its real relevancy to the inquiry.  

Under the weight of such precedents we cannot expect the Commission to initiate economically 
intelligent methods of fixing gas prices. But the Court now faces a new plan of federal regulation based 
on the power to fix the price at which gas shall be allowed to move in interstate commerce. I should 
now consider whether these rules devised under the Fourteenth Amendment are the exclusive tests of a 
just and reasonable rate under the federal statute, inviting reargument directed to that point [320 U.S. 591, 
652]   if necessary. As I see it now I would be prepared to hold that these rules do not apply to a natural 
gas case arising under the Natural Gas Act.  

Such a holding would leave the Commission to fix the price of gas in the field as one would fix 
maximum prices of oil or milk or coal, or any other commodity. Such a price is not calculated to 
produce a fair return on the synthetic value of a rate base of any individual producer, and would not 
undertake to assure a fair return to any producer. The emphasis would shift from the producer to the 
product, which would be regulated with an eye to average or typical producing conditions in the field.  

Such a price fixing process on economic lines would offer little temptation to the judiciary to become 
back seat drivers of the price fixing machine. The unfortunate effect of judicial intervention in this field 
is to divert the attention of those engaged in the process from what is economically wise to what is 
legally permissible. It is probable that price reductions would reach economically unwise and self-
defeating limits before they would reach constitutional ones. Any constitutional problems growing out 
of price fixing are quite different than those that have heretofore been considered to inhere in rate 
making. A producer would have difficulty showing the invalidity of such a fixed price so long as he 
voluntarily continued to sell his product in interstate commerce. Should he withdraw and other 
authority be invoked to compel him to part with his property, a different problem would be presented.  

Allowance in a rate to compensate for gas removed from gas lands, whether fixed as of point of 
production or as of point of delivery, probably best can be measured by a functional test applied to the 
whole industry. For good or ill we depend upon private enterprise to exploit these natural resources for 
public consumption. The function which an allowance for gas in the field should perform [320 U.S. 591, 
653]   for society in such circumstances is to be enough and no more than enough to induce private 
enterprise completely and efficiently to utilize gas resources, to acquire for public service any available 
gas or gas rights and to deliver gas at a rate and for uses which will be in the future as well as in the 
present public interest.  

The Court fears that 'if we are now to tell the Commission to fix the rates so as to discourage particular 
uses, we would indeed be injecting into a rate case a 'novel' doctrine ....' With due deference I suggest 
that there is nothing novel in the idea that any change in price of a service or commodity reacts to 
encourage or discourage its use. The question is not whether such consequences will or will not follow; 
the question is whether effects must be suffered blindly or may be intelligently selected, whether price 
control shall have targets at which it deliberately aims or shall be handled like a gun in the hands of one 
who does not know it is loaded.  

We should recognize 'price' for what it is-a tool, a means, an expedient. In public hands it has much the 
same economic effects as in private hands. Hope knew that a concession in industrial price would tend 
to build up its volume of sales. It used price as an expedient to that end. The Commission makes 
another cut in that same price but the Court thinks we should ignore the effect that it will have on 
exhaustion of supply. The fact is that in natural gas regulation price must be used to reconcile the 
private property right society has permitted to vest in an important natural resource with the claims of 
society upon it-price must draw a balance between wealth and welfare.  
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To carry this into techniques of inquiry is the task of the Commissioner rather than of the judge, and it 
certainly is no task to be solved by mere bookkeeping but requires the best economic talent available. 
There would doubtless be inquiry into the price gas is bringing in the [320 U.S. 591, 654]   field, how far 
that price is established by arms' length bargaining and how far it may be influenced by agreements in 
restraint of trade or monopolistic influences. What must Hope really pay to get and to replace gas it 
delivers under this order? If it should get more or less than that for its own, how much and why? How 
far are such prices influenced by pipe line access to markets and if the consumers pay returns on the 
pipe lines how far should the increment they cause go to gas producers? East Ohio is itself a producer in 
Ohio.44 What do Ohio authorities require Ohio consumers to pay for gas in the field? Perhaps these are 
reasons why the Federal Government should put West Virginia gas at lower or at higher rates. If so 
what are they? Should East Ohio be required to exploit its half million acres of unoperated reserve in 
Ohio before West Virginia resources shall be supplied on a devalued basis of which that State 
complains and for which she threatens measures of self keep? What is gas worth in terms of other fuels 
it displaces?  

A price cannot be fixed without considering its effect on the production of gas. Is it an incentive to 
continue to exploit vast unoperated reserves? Is it conducive to deep drilling tests the result of which we 
may know only after trial? Will it induce bringing gas from afar to supplement or even to substitute for 
Appalachian gas?45 Can it be had from distant fields as cheap or cheaper? If so, that competitive 
potentiality is certainly a relevant consideration. Wise regulation must also consider, as a private buyer 
would, what alternatives the producer has [320 U.S. 591, 655]   if the price is not acceptable. Hope has 
intrastate business and domestic and industrial customers. What can it do by way of diverting its supply 
to intrastate sales? What can it do by way of disposing of its operated or reserve acreage to industrial 
concerns or other buyers? What can West Virginia do by way of conservation laws, severance or other 
taxation, if the regulated rate offends? It must be borne in mind that while West Virginia was prohibited 
from giving her own inhabitants a priority that discriminated against interstate commerce, we have 
never yet held that a good faith conservation act, applicable to her own, as well as to others, is not valid. 
In considering alternatives, it must be noted that federal regulation is very incomplete, expressly 
excluding regulation of 'production or gathering of natural gas,' and that the only present way to get the 
gas seems to be to call it forth by price inducements. It is plain that there is a downward economic limit 
on a safe and wise price.  

But there is nothing in the law which compels a commission to fix a price at that 'value' which a 
company might give to its product by taking advantage of scarcity, or monopoly of supply. The very 
purpose of fixing maximum prices is to take away from the seller his opportunity to get all that 
otherwise the market would award him for his goods. This is a constitutional use of the power to fix 
maximum prices, Block v. Hirsh, 256 U.S. 135 , 41 S.Ct. 458, 16 A.L.R. 165; Marcus Brown Holding 
Co. v. Feldman, 256 U.S. 170 , 41 S.Ct. 465; International Harvester Co. v. Kentucky, 234 U.S. 216 , 
34 S.Ct. 853; Highland v. Russell Car & Snow Plow Co., 279 U.S. 253 , 49 S.Ct. 314, just as the fixing 
of minimum prices of goods in interstate commerce is constitutional although it takes away from the 
buyer the advantage in bargaining which market conditions would give him. United States v. Darby, 
312 U.S. 100, 657 , 61 S.Ct. 451, 132 A.L.R. 1430; Mulford v. Smith, 307 U.S. 38 , 59 S.Ct. 648; 
United States v. Rock Royal Co-operative, Inc., 307 U.S. 533 , 59 S.Ct. 993; Sunshine Anthracite Coal 
Co. v. Adkins, 310 U.S. 381 , 60 S.Ct. 907. The Commission has power to fix [320 U.S. 591, 656]   a price 
that will be both maximum and minimum and it has the incidental right, and I think the duty, to choose 
the economic consequences it will promote or retard in production and also more importantly in 
consumption, to which I now turn.  

If we assume that the reduction in company revenues is warranted we then come to the question of 
translating the allowed return into rates for consumers or classes of consumers. Here the Commission 
fixed a single rate for all gas delivered irrespective of its use despite the fact that Hope has established 
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what amounts to two rates-a high one for domestic use and a lower one for industrial contracts. 46 The 
Commission can fix two prices for interstate gas as readily as one-a price for resale to domestic users 
and another for resale to industrial users. This is the pattern Hope itself has established in the very 
contracts over which the Commission is expressly given jurisdiction. Certainly the Act is broad enough 
to permit two prices to be fixed instead of one, if the concept of the 'public interest' is not unduly 
narrowed.  

The Commission's concept of the public interest in natural gas cases which is carried today into the 
Court's opinion was first announced in the opinion of the minority in the Pipeline case. It enumerated 
only two 'phases of the public interest: (1) the investor interest; (2) the consumer interest,' which it 
emphasized to the exclusion of all others. 315 U.S. 575, 606 , 62 S.Ct. 736, 753. This will do well 
enough in dealing with railroads or utilities supplying manufactured gas, electric, power, a 
communications service or transportation, where utilization of facilities does not impair their future 
usefulness. Limitation of supply, however, brings into a natural gas case another phase of the public 
interest that to my mind overrides both the owner [320 U.S. 591, 657]   and the consumer of that interest. 
Both producers and industrial consumers have served their immediate private interests at the expense of 
the long- range public interest. The public interest, of course, requires stopping unjust enrichment of the 
owner. But it also requires stopping unjust impoverishment of future generations. The public interest in 
the use by Hope's half million domestic consumers is quite a different one from the public interest in 
use by a baker's dozen of industries.  

Prudent price fixing it seems to me must at the very threshold determine whether any part of an allowed 
return shall be permitted to be realized from sales of gas for resale for industrial use. Such use does tend 
to level out daily and seasonal peaks of domestic demand and to some extent permits a lower charge for 
domestic service. But is that a wise way of making gas cheaper when, in comparison with any 
substitute, gas is already a cheap fuel? The interstate sales contracts provide that at times when demand 
is so great that there is not enough gas to go around domestic users shall first be served. Should the 
operation of this preference await the day of actual shortage? Since the propriety of a preference seems 
conceded, should it not operate to prevent the coming of a shortage as well as to mitigate its effects? 
Should industrial use jeopardize tomorrow's service to householders any more than today's? If, 
however, it is decided to cheapen domestic use by resort to industrial sales, should they be limited to the 
few uses for which gas has special values or extend also to those who use it only because it is cheaper 
than competitive fuels? 47 And how much cheaper should indus- [320 U.S. 591, 658]   trial gas sell than 
domestic gas, and how much advantage should it have over competitive fuels? If industrial gas is to 
contribute at all to lowering domestic rates, should it not be made to contribute the very maximum of 
which it is capable, that is, should not its price be the highest at which the desired volume of sales can 
be realized?  

If I were to answer I should say that the household rate should be the lowest that can be fixed under 
commercial conditions that will conserve the supply for that use. The lowest probable rate for that 
purpose is not likely to speed exhaustion much, for it still will be high enough to induce economy, and 
use for that purpose has more nearly reached the saturation point. On the other hand the demand for 
industrial gas at present rates already appears to be increasing. To lower further the industrial rate is 
merely further to subsidize industrial consumption and speed depletion. The impact of the flat reduction 
[320 U.S. 591, 659]   of rates ordered here admittedly will be to increase the industrial advantages of gas 
over competing fuels and to increase its use. I think this is not, and there is no finding by the 
Commission that it is, in the public interest.  

There is no justification in this record for the present discrimination against domestic users of gas in 
favor of industrial users. It is one of the evils against which the Natural Gas Act was aimed by Congress 
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and one of the evils complained of here by Cleveland and Akron. If Hope's revenues should be cut by 
some $3,600,000 the whole reduction is owing to domestic users. If it be considered wise to raise part 
of Hope's revenues by industrial purpose sales, the utmost possible revenue should be raised from the 
least consumption of gas. If competitive relationships to other fuels will permit, the industrial price 
should be substantially advanced, not for the benefit of the Company, but the increased revenues from 
the advance should be applied to reduce domestic rates. For in my opinion the 'public interest' requires 
that the great volume of gas now being put to uneconomic industrial use should either be saved for its 
more important future domestic use or the present domestic user should have the full benefit of its 
exchange value in reducing his present rates.  

Of course the Commission's power directly to regulate does not extend to the fixing of rates at which 
the local company shall sell to consumers. Nor is such power required to accomplish the purpose. As 
already pointed out, the very contract the Commission is altering classifies the gas according to the 
purposes for which it is to be resold and provides differentials between the two classifications. It would 
only be necessary for the Commission to order that all gas supplied under paragraph (a) of Hope's 
contract with the East Ohio Company shall be [320 U.S. 591, 660]   at a stated price fixed to give to 
domestic service the entire reduction herein and any further reductions that may prove possible by 
increasing industrial rates. It might further provide that gas delivered under paragraph (b) of the 
contract for industrial purposes to those industrial customers Hope has approved in writing shall be at 
such other figure as might be found consistent with the public interest as herein defined. It is too late in 
the day to contend that the authority of a regulatory commission does not extend to a consideration of 
public interests which it may not directly regulate and a conditioning of its orders for their protection. 
Interstate Commerce Commission v. Railway Labor Executives Ass'n, 315 U.S. 373 , 62 S.Ct. 717; 
United States v. Lowden, 308 U.S. 225 , 60 S.Ct. 248.  

Whether the Commission will assert its apparently broad statutory authorization over prices and 
discriminations is, of course, its own affair, not ours. It is entitled to its own notion of the 'public 
interest' and its judgment of policy must prevail. However, where there is ground for thinking that 
views of this Court may have constrained the Commission to accept the rate-base method of decision 
and a particular single formula as 'all important' for a rate base, it is appropriate to make clear the 
reasons why I, at least, would not be so understood. The Commission is free to face up realistically to 
the nature and peculiarity of the resources in its control, to foster their duration in fixing price, and to 
consider future interests in addition to those of investors and present consumers. If we return this case it 
may accept or decline the proffered freedom. This problem presents the Commission an unprecedented 
opportunity if it will boldly make sound economic considerations, instead of legal and accounting 
theories, the foundation of federal policy. I would return the case to the Commission and thereby be 
clearly quit of what now may appear to be some responsibility for perpetrating a shortsighted pattern of 
natural gas regulation.  

Footnotes  

[ Footnote 1 ] Hope produces about one-third of its annual gas requirements and purchases the rest 
under some 300 contracts.  

[ Footnote 2 ] These five companies are the East Ohio Gas Co., the Peoples Natural Gas Co., the River 
Gas Co., the Fayette County Gas Co., and the Manufacturers Light & Heat Co. The first three of these 
companies are, like Hope, subsidiaries of Standard Oil Co. (N.J.). East Ohio and River distribute gas in 
Ohio, the other three in Pennsylvania. Hope's approximate sales in m.c.f. for 1940 may be classified as 
follows:  
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Local West Virginia sales 11,000,000 East Ohio 40,000,000 Peoples 10,000,000 River 400,000 Fayette 
860,000 Manufacturers 2,000,000  

Hope's natural gas is processed by Hope Construction & Refining Co., an affiliate, for the extraction of 
gasoline and butane. Domestic Coke Corp., another affiliate, sells coke-oven gas to Hope for boiler 
fuel.  

[ Footnote 3 ] These required minimum reductions of 7õ per m.c.f. from the 36.5õ and 35.5õ rates 
previously charged East Ohio and Peoples, respectively, and 3õ per m.c.f. from the 31.5õ rate 
previously charged Fayette and Manufacturers.  

[ Footnote 4 ] The book reserve for interstate plant amounted at the end of 1938 to about $18,000,000 
more than the amount determined by the Commission as the proper reserve requirement. The 
Commission also noted that 'twice in the past the company has transferred amounts aggregating 
$7,500,000 from the depreciation and depletion reserve to surplus. When these latter adjustments are 
taken into account, the excess becomes $25,500,000, which has been exacted from the ratepayers over 
and above the amount required to cover the consumption of property in the service rendered and thus to 
keep the investment unimpaired.' 44 P.U.R.,N.S., at page 22.  

[ Footnote 5 ] That contention was based on the fact that 'every single dollar in the depreciation and 
depletion reserves' was taken 'from gross operating revenues whose only source was the amounts 
charged customers in the past for natural gas. It is, therefore, a fact that the depreciation and depletion 
reserves have been contributed by the customers and do not represent any investment by Hope.' Id., 44 
P.U.R.,N.S., at page 40. And see Railroad Commission v. Cumberland Tel. & T. Co., 212 U.S. 414, 
424 , 425 S., 29 S.Ct. 357, 361, 362; 2 Bonbright, Valuation of Property (1937), p. 1139.  

[ Footnote 6 ] The Commission noted that the case was 'free from the usual complexities involved in the 
estimate of gas reserves because the geologists for the company and the Commission presented 
estimates of the remaining recoverable gas reserves which were about one per cent apart.' 44 
P.U.R.,N.S., at pages 19, 20.  

The Commission utilized the 'straight-line-basis' for determining the depreciation and depletion reserve 
requirements. It used estimates of the average service lives of the property by classes based in part on 
an inspection of the physical condition of the property. And studies were made of Hope's retirement 
experience and maintenance policies over the years. The average service lives of the various classes of 
property were converted into depreciation rates and then applied to the cost of the property to ascertain 
the portion of the cost which had expired in rendering the service.  

The record in the present case shows that Hope is on the lookout for new sources of supply of natural 
gas and is contemplating an extension of its pipe line into Louisiana for that purpose. The Commission 
recognized in fixing the rates of depreciation that much material may be used again when various 
present sources of gas supply are exhausted, thus giving that property more than scrap value at the end 
of its present use.  

[ Footnote 7 ] See Uniform System of Accounts prescribed for Natural Gas Companies effective 
January 1, 1940, Account No. 332.1.  

[ Footnote 8 ] Sec. 6 of the Act comes the closest to supplying any definite criteria for rate making. It 
provides in subsection (a) that, 'The Commission may investigate the ascertain the actual legitimate cost 
of the property of every natural-gas company, the depreciation therein, and, when found necessary for 
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rate-making purposes, other facts which bear on the determination of such cost or depreciation and the 
fair value of such property.' Subsection (b) provides that every natural-gas company on request shall file 
with the Commission a statement of the 'original cost' of its property and shall keep the Commission 
informed regarding the 'cost' of all additions, etc.  

[ Footnote 9 ] We recently stated that the meaning of the word 'value' is to be gathered 'from the 
purpose for which a valuation is being made. Thus the question in a valuation for rate making is how 
much a utility will be allowed to earn. The basic question in a valuation for reorganization purposes is 
how much the enterprise in all probability can earn.' Institutional Investors v. Chicago, M., St. P. & P.R. 
Co., 318 U.S. 523, 540 , 63 S.Ct. 727, 738.  

[ Footnote 10 ] Chief Justice Hughes said in that case (292 U.S. at pages 168, 169, 54 S.Ct. at page 
665): 'If the predictions of service life were entirely accurate and retirements were made when and as 
these predictions were precisely fulfilled, the depreciation reserve would represent the consumption of 
capital, on a cost basis, according to the method which spreads that loss over the respective service 
periods. But if the amounts charged to operating expenses and credited to the account for depreciation 
reserve are excessive, to that extent subscribers for the telephone service are required to provide, in 
effect, capital contributions, not to make good losses incurred by the utility in the service rendered and 
thus to keep its investment unimpaired, but to secure additional plant and equipment upon which the 
utility expects a return.'  

[ Footnote 11 ] See Mr. Justice Brandeis (dissenting) in United Railways & Electric Co. v. West, 280 
U.S. 234 , 259-288, 50 S.Ct. 123, 128-138, for an extended analysis of the problem.  

[ Footnote 12 ] It should be noted that the Act provides no specific rule governing depletion and 
depreciation. Sec. 9(a) merely states that the Commission 'may from time to time ascertain and 
determine, and by order fix, the proper and adequate rates of depreciation and amortization of the 
several classes of property of each natural-gas company used or useful in the production, transportation, 
or sale of natural gas.'  

[ Footnote 13 ] See Simonton, The Nature of the Interest of the Grantee Under an Oil and Gas Lease 
(1918), 25 W.Va.L.Quar. 295.  

[ Footnote 14 ] West Penn Power Co. v. Board of Review, 112 W.Va. 442, 164 S.E. 862.  

[ Footnote 15 ] W.Va.Rev.Code of 1943, ch. 11. Art. 13, 2a, 3a.  

[ Footnote 16 ] West Virginia suggests as a possible solution (1) that a 'going concern value' of the 
company's tangible assets be included in the rate base and (2) that the fair market value of gas delivered 
to customers be added to the outlay for operating expenses and taxes.  

[ Footnote 17 ] S.Doc. 92, Pt. 84-A, ch. XII, Final Report, Federal Trade Commission to the Senate 
pursuant to S.Res.No. 83, 70th Cong., 1st Sess.  

[ Footnote 18 ] S.Doc. 92, Pt. 84-A, chs. XII, XIII, op. cit., supra, note 17.  

[ Footnote 19 ] See Hearings on H.R. 11662, Subcommittee of House Committee on Interstate & 
Foreign Commerce, 74th Cong., 2d Sess.; Hearings on H.R. 4008, House Committee on Interstate & 
Foreign Commerce, 75th Cong., 1st Sess.  
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[ Footnote 20 ] The power to investigate and ascertain the 'actual legitimate cost' of property ( 6), the 
requirement as to books and records ( 8), control over rates of depreciation ( 9), the requirements for 
periodic and special reports ( 10), the broad powers of investigation ( 14) are among the chief powers 
supporting the rate making function.  

[ Footnote 21 ] Apart from the grandfather clause contained in 7(c), there is the provision of 7(f) that a 
natural gas company may enlarge or extend its facilities with the 'service area' determined by the 
Commission without any further authorization.  

[ Footnote 22 ] See P.L. 117, approved July 7, 1943, 57 Stat. 383 containing an 'Interstate Compact to 
Conserve Oil and Gas' between Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Illinois, Colorado, and Kansas.  

[ Footnote 23 ] As we have pointed out, 7(c) was amended by the Act of February 7, 1942, 56 Stat. 83, 
so as to require certificates of public convenience and necessity not only where the extensions were 
being made to markets in which natural gas was already being sold by another company but to other 
situations as well. Considerations of conservation entered into the proposal to give the Act that broader 
scope. H.Rep.No. 1290, 77th Cong. 1st Sess., pp. 2, 3. And see Annual Report, Federal Power 
Commission (1940) pp. 79, 80; Baum, The Federal Power Commission and State Utility Regulation 
(1942), p. 261.  

The bill amending 7(c) originally contained a subsection (h) reading as follows: 'Nothing contained in 
this section shall be construed to affect the authority of a State within which natural gas is produced to 
authorize or require the construction or extension of facilities for the transportation and sale of such gas 
within such State: Provided, however, That the Commission, after a hearing upon complaint or upon its 
own motion, may by order forbid any intrastate construction or extension by any natural-gas company 
which it shall find will prevent such company from rendering adequate service to its customers in 
interstate or foreign commerce in territory already being served.' See Hearings on H.R. 5249, House 
Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce, 77th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 7, 11, 21, 29, 32, 33. In 
explanation of its deletion the House Committee Report stated, pp. 4, 5: 'The increasingly important 
problems raised by the desire of several States to regulate the use of the natural gas produced therein in 
the interest of consumers within such States, as against the Federal power to regulate interstate 
commerce in the interest of both interstate and intrastate consumers, are deemed by the committee to 
warrant further intensive study and probably a more retailed and comprehensive plan for the handling 
thereof than that which would have been provided by the stricken subsection.'  

[ Footnote 24 ] We have noted that in the annual operating expenses of some $16, 000.000 the 
Commission included West Virginia and federal taxes. And in the net increase of $421,160 over 1940 
operating expenses allowed by the Commission was some $80,000 for increased West Virginia property 
taxes. The adequacy of these amounts has not been challenged here.  

[ Footnote 25 ] The Commission included in the aggregate annual operating expenses which it allowed 
some $8,500,000 for gas purchased. It also allowed about $ 1,400,000 for natural gas production and 
about $600,000 for exploration and development.  

It is suggested, however, that the Commission in ascertaining the cost of Hope's natural gas production 
plant proceeded contrary to 1(b) which provides that the Act shall not apply to 'the production or 
gathering of natural gas'. But such valuation, like the provisions for operating expenses, is essential to 
the rate-making function as customarily performed in this country. Cf. Smith, The Control of Power 
Rates in the United States and England (1932), 159 The Annals 101. Indeed 14(b) of the Act gives the 
Commission the power to 'determine the propriety and reasonableness of the inclusion in operating 
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expenses, capital, or surplus of all delay rentals or other forms of rental or compensation for unoperated 
lands and leases.'  

[ Footnote 26 ] See note 25, supra.  

[ Footnote 27 ] The Commission has expressed doubts over its power to fix rates on 'direct sales to 
industries' from interstate pipelines as distinguished from 'sales for resale to the industrial customers of 
distributing companies.' Annual Report, Federal Power Commission (1940), p. 11.  

[ Footnote 28 ] Sec. 1(b) of the Act provides: 'The provisions of this Act shall apply to the 
transportation of natural gas in interstate commerce, to the sale in interstate commerce of natural gas for 
resale for ultimate public consumption for domestic, commercial, industrial, or any other use, and to 
natural-gas companies engaged in such transportation or sale, but shall not apply to any other 
transportation or sale of natural gas or to the local distribution of natural gas or to the facilities used for 
such distribution or to the production or gathering of natural gas.' And see 2(6), defining a 'natural-gas 
company', and H.Rep.No. 709, supra, pp. 2, 3.  

[ Footnote 29 ] The wasting-asset characteristic of the industry was recognized prior to the Act as 
requiring the inclusion of a depletion allowance among operating expenses. See Columbus Gas & Fuel 
Co. v. Public Utilities Commission, 292 U.S. 398, 404 , 405 S., 54 S.Ct. 763, 766, 767, 91 A.L.R. 1403. 
But no such theory of rate-making for natural gas companies as is now suggested emerged from the 
cases arising during the earlier period of regulation.  

[ Footnote 30 ] The Commission has been alert to the problems of conservation in its administration of 
the Act. It has indeed suggested that it might be wise to restrict the use of natural gas 'by functions 
rather than by areas.' Annual Report (1940) p. 79.  

The Commission stated in that connection that natural gas was particularly adapted to certain industrial 
uses. But it added that the general use of such gas 'under boilers for the production of steam' is 'under 
most circumstances of very questionable social economy.' Ibid.  

[ Footnote 31 ] The argument is that 4(a) makes 'unlawful' the charging of any rate that is not just and 
reasonable. And 14(a) gives the Commission power to investigate any matter 'which it may find 
necessary or proper in order to determine whether any person has violated' any provision of the Act. 
Moreover, 5(b) gives the Commission power to investigate and determine the cost of production or 
transportation of natural gas in cases where it has 'no authority to establish a rate governing the 
transportation or sale of such natural gas.' And 17(c) directs the Commission to 'make available to the 
several State commissions such information and reports as may be of assistance in State regulation of 
natural-gas companies.' For a discussion of these points by the Commission see 44 P.U.R.,N.S., at 
pages 34, 35.  

[ Footnote 1 ] Natural Gas Act, 4(a), 52 Stat. 821, 822, 15 U.S.C. 717c(a), 15 U.S.C.A. 717c(a).  

[ Footnote 2 ] 52 Stat. 821, 824, 15 U.S.C. 717e, 15 U.S.C.A. 717e:  

'(a) The Commission may investigate and ascertain the actual legitimate cost of the property of 
every natural-gas company, the depreciation therein, and, when found necessary for rate-making 
purposes, other facts which bear on the determination of such cost or depreciation and the fair 
value of such property.  
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'(b) Every natural-gas company upon request shall file with the Commission an inventory of all or 
any part of its property and a statement of the original cost thereof, and shall keep the 
Commission informed regarding the cost of all additions, betterments, extensions, and new 
construction.'  

[ Footnote 3 ] 'Reproduction cost' has been variously defined, but for rate making purposes the most 
useful sense seems to be, the minimum amount necessary to create at the time of the inquiry a modern 
plant capable of rendering equivalent service. See I Bonbright, Valuation of Property (1937) 152. 
Reproduction cost as the cost of building a replica of an obsolescent plant is not of real significance.  

'Prudent investment' is not defined by the Court. It may mean the sum originally put in the 
enterprise, either with or without additional amounts from excess earnings reinvested in the 
business.  

[ Footnote 4 ] It is of no more than bookkeeping significance whether the Commission allows a rate of 
return commensurate with the risk of the original investment or the lower rate based on current risk and 
a capitalization reflecting the established earning power of a successful company and the probable cost 
of duplicating its services. Cf. American T . & T. Co. v. United States, 299 U.S. 232 , 57 S.Ct. 170. But 
the latter is the traditional method.  

[ Footnote 1 ] 315 U.S. 575 , 62 S.Ct. 736.  

[ Footnote 2 ] Judge Dobie, dissenting below, pointed out that the majority opinion in the Pipeline case 
'contains no express discussion of the Prudent Investment Theory' and that the concurring opinion 
contained a clear one, and said, 'It is difficult for me to believe that the majority of the Supreme Court, 
believing otherwise, would leave such a statement unchallenged.' (134 F.2d 287, 312.) The fact that two 
other Justices had as matter of record in our books long opposed the reproduction cost theory of rate 
bases and had commented favorably on the prudent investment theory may have influenced that 
conclusion. See opinion of Mr. Justice Frankfurter in Driscoll v. Edison Light & Power Co., 307 U.S. 
104, 122 , 59 S.Ct. 715, 724, and my brief as Solicitor General in that case. It should be noted, however, 
that these statements were made, not in a natural gas case, but in an electric power case-a very 
important distinction, as I shall try to make plain.  

[ Footnote 3 ] Natural gas from the Appalachian field averages about 1050 to 1150 B.T.U. content, 
while by-product manufactured gas is about 530 to 540. Moody's Manual of Public Utilities (1943) 
1350; Youngberg, Natural Gas ( 1930) 7.  

[ Footnote 4 ] Sen.Rep. No. 1162, 75th Cong., 1st Sess., 2.  

[ Footnote 5 ] Arnold and Kemnitzer, Petroleum in the United States and Possessions (1931) 78.  

[ Footnote 6 ] Id. at 62-63.  

[ Footnote 7 ] Id. at 61.  

[ Footnote 8 ] At Fredonia, New York, in 1821, natural gas was conveyed from a shallow well to some 
thirty people. The lighthouse at Barcelona Harbor, near what is now Westfield, New York, was at about 
that time and for many years afterward lighted by gas that issued from a crevice. Report on Utility 
Corporations by Federal Trade Commission, Sen.Doc. 92, Pt. 84-A, 70th Cong., 1st Sess., 8-9.  
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[ Footnote 9 ] In that year Pennsylvania enacted 'An Act to provide for the incorporation and regulation 
of natural gas companies.' Penn.Laws 1885, No. 32, 15 P.S. 1981 et seq.  

[ Footnote 10 ] See Steptoe and Hoffheimer's Memorandum for Governor Cornwell of West Virginia 
(1917) 25 West Virginia Law Quarterly 257; see also Report on Utility Corporations by Federal Trade 
Commission, Sen.Doc. No. 92, Pt. 84-A, 70th Cong., 1st Sess.  

[ Footnote 11 ] Arnold and Kemnitzer, Petroleum in the United States and Possessions (1931) 73.  

[ Footnote 12 ] Id. at 63.  

[ Footnote 13 ] Id. at 64.  

[ Footnote 14 ] See Report on Utility Corporations by Federal Trade Commission, Sen.Doc. No. 92, Pt. 
84-A, 70th Cong., 1st Sess.  

[ Footnote 15 ] Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 U.S. 553 , 43 S. Ct. 658, 32 
A.L.R. 300. For conditions there which provoked this legislation, see 25 West Virginia Law Quarterly 
257.  

[ Footnote 16 ] People ex rel. Pavilion Natural Gas Co. v. Public Service Commission, 188 App.Div. 
36, 176 N.Y.S. 163.  

[ Footnote 17 ] Village of Falconer v. Pennsylvania Gas Company, 17 State Department Reports, N.Y., 
407.  

[ Footnote 18 ] See, for example, Public Service Commission v. Iroquois Natural Gas Co., 108 Misc. 
696, 178 N.Y.S. 24; Park Abbott Realty Co. v. Iroquois Natural Gas Co., 102 Misc. 266, 168 N.Y.S. 
673; Public Service Commission v. Iroquois Natural Gas Co., 189 App.Div. 545, 179 N.Y.S. 230.  

[ Footnote 19 ] People ex rel. Pennsylvania Gas Co. v. Public Service Commission, 196 App.Div. 514, 
189 N.Y.S. 478.  

[ Footnote 20 ] East Ohio Gas Co. v. Akron, 81 Ohio St. 33, 90 N.E. 40, 26 L.R.A., N.S., 92, 18 
Ann.Cas. 332; Village of New-comerstown v. Consolidated Gas Co., 100 Ohio St. 494, 127 N.E. 414; 
Gress v. Village of Ft. Laramie, 100 Ohio St. 35, 125 N.E. 112, 8 A.L.R. 242; City of Jamestown v. 
Pennsylvania Gas Co., D.C., 263 F. 437; Id., D.C., 264 F. 1009. See, also, United Fuel Gas Co. v. 
Railroad Commission, 278 U.S. 300, 308 , 49 S.Ct. 150, 152.  

[ Footnote 21 ] The New York Public Service Commission said: 'While the transportation of natural gas 
through pipe lines from one state to another state is interstate commerce ..., Congress has not taken over 
the regulation of that particular industry. Indeed, it has expressly excepted it from the operation of the 
Interstate Commerce Commissions Law ( Interstate Commerce Commissions Law, section 1). It is quite 
clear, therefore, that this Commission can not require a Pennsylvania corporation producing gas in 
Pennsylvania to transport it and deliver it in the State of New York, and that the Interstate Commerce 
Commission is likewise powerless. If there exists such a power, and it seems that there does, it is a 
power vested in Congress and by it not yet exercised. There is no available source of supply for the 
Crystal City Company at present except through purchasing from the Porter Gas Company. It is 
possible that this Commission might fix a price at which the Potter Gas Company should sell if it sold 
at all, but as the Commission can not require it to supply gas in the State of New York, the exercise of 
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such a power to fix the price, if such power exists, would merely say, sell at this price or keep out of the 
State.' Lane v. Crystal City Gas Co., 8 New York Public Service Comm. Reports, Second District, 210, 
212.  

[ Footnote 22 ] Proclamation by the President of September 16, 1918; Rules and Regulations of H. A. 
Garfield, Fuel Administrator, September 24, 1918.  

[ Footnote 23 ] For example, the Iroquois Gas Corporation which formerly served Buffalo, New York, 
with natural gas ranging from 1050 to 1150 b.t.u. per cu. ft., now mixes a by-product gas of between 
530 and 540 b.t.u. in proportions to provide a mixed gas of about 900 b.t.u. per cu. ft. For space heating 
or water heating its charges range from 65 cents for the first m.c.f. per month to 55 cents for all above 
25 m.c.f. per month. Moody's Manual of Public Utilities (1943) 1350.  

[ Footnote 24 ] The United States Fuel Administration made the following cooking value comparisons, 
based on tests made in the Department of Home Economics of Ohio State University:  

Natural gas at 1.12 per M. is equivalent to coal at $6.50 per ton.  

Natural gas at 2.00 per M. is equivalent to gasoline at 27õ per gal.  

Natural gas at 2.20 per M. is equivalent to electricity at 3õ per k.w. h.  

Natural gas at 2.40 per M. is equivalent to coal oil at 15õ per gal.  

Use and Conservation of Natural Gas, issued by U.S. Fuel Administration (1918) 5.  

[ Footnote 25 ] See Brief on Behalf jof Legislation Imposing an Excise Tax on Natural Gas, submitted 
to N.R.A. by the United Mine Workers of America and the National Coal Association.  

[ Footnote 26 ] Brief of National Gas Association and United Mine Workers, supra, note 26, pp. 35, 36, 
compiled from Bureau of Mines Reports.  

[ Footnote 27 ] From the source quoted in the preceding note the spread elsewhere is shown to be:  

State Industrial Domestic Illinois 29.2 1.678 Louisiana 10.4 59.7 Oklahoma 11.2 41.5 Texas 13.1 59.7 
Alabama 17.8 1.227 Georgia 22.9 1.043  

[ Footnote 28 ] In Corning, New York, rates were initiated by the Crystal City Gas Company as 
follows: 70õ for the first 5,000 cu. ft. per month; 80õ from 5, 000 to 12,000; $1 for all over 12,000. The 
Public Service Commission rejected these rates and fixed a flat rate of 58õ per m.c.f. Lane v. Crystal 
City Gas Co., 8 New York Public Service Comm. Reports, Second District, 210.  

The Pennsylvania Gas Company (National Fuel Gas Company group) also attempted a sliding scale rate 
for New York consumers, net per month as follows: First 5,000 feet, 35õ; second 5,000 feet, 45õ; third 
5,000 feet, 50õ; all above 15,000, 55õ. This was eventually abandoned, however. The company's 
present scale in Pennsylvania appears to be reversed to the following net monthly rate; first 3 m.c.f., 
75õ; next 4 m.c.f., 60õ; next 8 m.c.f., 55õ; over 15 m.c.f., 50õ. Moody's Manual of Public Utilities 
( 1943) 1350. In New York it now serves a mixed gas.  

For a study of effect of sliding scale rates in reducing consumption see 11 Proceedings of Natural Gas 
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Association of America (1919) 287.  

[ Footnote 29 ] See Report on Utility Corporations by Federal Trade Commission, Sen. Doc. 92, Pt. 84-
A, 70th Cong., 1st Sess.  

[ Footnote 30 ] Four holding company systems control over 55 per cent of all natural gas transmission 
lines in the United States. They are Columbia Gas and Electric Corporation, Cities Service Co., Electric 
Bond and Share Co., and Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey. Columbia alone controls nearly 25 per cent, 
and fifteen companies account for over 80 per cent of the total. Report on Utility Corporations by 
Federal Trade Commission, Sen. Doc. 92, Pt. 84-A, 70th Cong., 1st Sess., 28.  

In 1915, so it was reported to the Governor of West Virginia, 87 per cent of the total gas production of 
that state was under control of eight companies. Steptoe and Hoffheimer, Legislative Regulation of 
Natural Gas Supply in West Virginia, 17 West Virginia Law Quarterly 257, 260. Of these, three were 
subsidiaries of the Columbia system and others were subsidiaries of larger systems. In view of inter-
system sales and interlocking interests it may be doubted whether there is much real competition among 
these companies.  

[ Footnote 31 ] This pattern with its effects on local regulatory efforts will be observed in our decisions. 
See United Fuel Gas Co. v. Railroad Commission, 278 U.S. 300 , 49 S.Ct. 150; United Fuel Gas Co. v. 
Public Service Commission, 278 U.S. 322 , 49 S.Ct. 157; Dayton Power & Light v. Public Utilities 
Commission, 292 U.S. 290 , 54 S.Ct. 647; Columbus Gas & Fuel Co. v. Public Utilities Commission, 
292 U.S. 398 , 54 S.Ct. 763, 91 A.L.R. 1403, and the present case.  

[ Footnote 32 ] 15 U.S.C. 717(a), 15 U.S.C.A. 717(a). (Italics supplied throughout this paragraph.)  

[ Footnote 33 ] 7(c), 52 Stat. 825, 15 U.S.C.A. 717f(c).  

[ Footnote 34 ] 15 U.S.C. 717f, 15 U.S.C.A. 717f.  

[ Footnote 35 ] Id., 717c(e).  

[ Footnote 36 ] Id., 717c(b).  

[ Footnote 37 ] Id., 717d(a).  

[ Footnote 38 ] Sen. Rep. No. 1162, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 2.  

[ Footnote 39 ] The list of East Ohio Gas Company's special industrial contracts thus expressly under 
Hope's control and their demands are as follows:  

[ Footnote 40 ] To make a fetish of mere accounting is to shield from examination the deeper causes, 
forces, movements, and conditions which should govern rates. Even as a recording of current 
transactions, bookkeeping is hardly an exact science. As a representation of the condition and trend of a 
business, it uses symbols of certainty to express values that actually are in constant flux. It may be said 
that in commercial or investment banking or any business extending credit success depends on knowing 
what not to believe in accounting. Few concerns go into bankruptcy or reorganization whose books do 
not show them solvent and often even profitable. If one cannot rely on accountancy accurately to 
disclose past or current conditions of a business, the fallacy of using it as a sole guide to future price 
policy ought to be apparent. However, our quest for certitude is so ardent that we pay an irrational 
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reverence to a technique which uses symbols of certainty, even though experience again and again 
warns us that they are delusive. Few writers have ventured to challenge this American idolatry, but see 
Hamilton, Cost as a standard for Price, 4 Law and Contemporary Problems 321, 323-25. He observes 
that 'As the apostle would put it, accountancy is all things to all men. ... Its purpose determines the 
character of a system of accounts.' He analyzes the hypothetical character of accounting and says 'It was 
no eternal mold for pecuniary verities handed down from on high.  

It was-like logic or algebra, or the device of analogy in the law-an ingenious contrivance of the human 
mind to serve a limited and practical purpose.' 'Accountancy is far from being a pecuniary expression of 
all that is industrial reality. It is an instrument, highly selective in its application, in the service of the 
institution of money making.'As to capital account he observes 'In an enterprise in lusty competition 
with others of its kind, survival is the thing and the system of accounts has its focus in solvency. ... 
Accordingly depreciation, obsolescence, and other factors which carry no immediate threat are matters 
of lesser concern and the capital account is likely to be regarded as a secondary phenomenon. ... But in 
an enterprise, such as a public utility, where continued survival seems assured, solvency is likely to be 
taken for granted. ... A persistent and ingenious attention is likely to be directed not so much to securing 
the upkeep of the physical property as to making it certain that capitalization fails in not one whit to 
give full recognition to every item that should go into the account.'  

[ Footnote 41 ] See 2 Bonbright, Valuation of Property (1937) 1112.  

[ Footnote 42 ] Bonbright says, '... the vice of traditional law lies, not in its adoption of excessively rigid 
concepts of value and rules of valuation, but rather in its tendency to permit shifts in meaning that are 
inept, or else that are ill-defined because the judges that make them will not openly admit that they are 
doing so.' Id., 1170.  

[ Footnote 43 ] 'The attempt to regulate rates by reference to a periodic or occasional reappraisal of the 
properties has now been tested long enough to confirm the worst fears of its critics. Unless its place is 
taken by some more promising scheme of rate control, the days of private ownership under government 
regulation may be numbered.' 2 Bonbright, Valuation of Property (1937) 1190.  

[ Footnote 44 ] East Ohio itself owns natural gas rights in 550,600 acres, 518,526 of which are reserved 
and 32,074 operated, by 375 wells. Moody's Manual of Public Utilities (1943) 5.  

[ Footnote 45 ] Hope has asked a certificate of convenience and necessity to lay 1140 miles of 22-inch 
pipeline from Hugoton gas fields in southwest Kansas to West Virginia to carry 285 million cu. ft. of 
natural gas per day. The cost was estimated at $51,000,000. Moody's Manual of Public Utilities ( 1943) 
1760.  

[ Footnote 46 ] I find little information as to the rates for industries in the record and none at all in such 
usual sources as Moody's Manual.  

[ Footnote 47 ] The Federal Power Commission has touched upon the problem of conservation in 
connection with an application for a certificate permitting construction of a 1500-mile pipeline from 
southern Texas to New York City and says: 'The Natural Gas Act as presently drafted does not enable 
the Commission to treat fully the serious implications of such a problem. The question should be raised 
as to whether the proposed use of natural gas would not result in displacing a less valuable fuel and 
create hardships in the industry already supplying the market, while at the same time rapidly depleting 
the country's natural-gas reserves. Although, for a period of perhaps 20 years, the natural gas could be 
so priced as to appear to offer an apparent saving in fuel costs, this would mean simply that social costs 
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which must eventually be paid had been ignored.  

'Careful study of the entire problem may lead to the conclusion that use of natural gas should be 
restricted by functions rather than by areas. Thus, it is especially adapted to space and water 
heating in urban homes and other buildings and to the various industrial heat processes which 
require concentration of heat, flexibility of control, and uniformity of results. Industrial uses to 
which it appears particularly adapted include the treating and annealing of metals, the operation 
of kilns in the ceramic, cement, and lime industries, the manufacture of glass in its various forms, 
and use as a raw material in the chemical industry. General use of natural gas under boilers for 
the production of steam is, however, under most circumstances of very questionable social 
economy.' Twentieth Annual Report of the Federal Power Commission (1940) 79.  
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an order of the Board made ;0 ur.n. The &ani made an
award filling tbe rata, from wbieh eadt party appea1ed to
the Appellate Diviaion. Under I .•7 of TM hblit: Utili
tiel Act of Alberta, Jlr23, c. 63, .. amended ]927. eo 39, an
Ippeallies fftlbl the &.rd to the Appe11Alte DiviaioD "upon
a qull8tion of jurildXition or upon a qUClltiOO of la..," if
leave ~appea1 ia obtained u therein JII'Ovided. Such leave
to .p~ Yo'. obUiDed, it beilll reeerved tel eaeb petty to
move bdo.nl the AppeUate DivWon to let uide 1M order
paPting l«save to the other party. orJ the &fOund that the
maUen .. to which leave to appe&1 .... given did not in
volve My queltion of law (JJ' jurildieUon.

The compuly'l objectaon 10 the Board'. a..ard 11'&1 that
it lied the rats on the bui.I of an allowance of only 9%.
instead of 10% whidL ... allowed under the order IUde in
HI22, II the .. ~t.e of return" on the inveet.rneot in the
enterpn.e. The Board in ita ••ard Mid:-

11 rirw ~r 1M odan••u .hi<. 10 ~ __ lip th.... Ie Due, uwJ ill
Tie_ of d~ .Ikored coaditHmo of tho DO• .,. mulel, ...., Boar4 bel a il
.. i_ifit.rl in ftd~ 11>0 ,.... of '.Ul.. If>a~ Iho ~y U ...
.1I"...... 10 aj~. ~r ..."•., .11.<1 th Boord'• .-tim.l o. lbel buiI.

The Cl)TI1p"ny oontellded that th~re w.. before the Board
110 evidence of Iny .. altered conditione of lJIe money
market," that the" ~Jemenuwbic:h &0 to make up the rate
base" were the same u in JD22. and &!forded no reuon far
changing 1he rete of return, that to reduce the rate of ~
turn would be unfair to ita ehareboJdl!l8, who bad invested
in the en lerprile .f1el' the order fixilll: the ratell in UI22.
that the money "AI inveated and the plant oon8tnlollted on
the 1Il1ength of lJIe principJe. Wd down in the 1922 a ..ard,
and t.llat it ....ae clearl)' uDd~l1Itood that the prineiptt. U1eo
Mont,.,.1 ,,'ollitt ~vem all future reviBione.

.,
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The city'l objeclX>n to the .ward W'8II that, in deteTmin- 1
i.OK the "rate t-" (the amount to be oonsirlered • in- N;;K
vested in ilie eJIterpriee) it included (u it had dODe in t.be ~=
J022 award) u. eapj~ expendiL.lre a 1JUm wb~ ...... Ule Ln.

diacount on the aale of the COJnpally'l bonda. c.:;.
Tho Appellate Divasioo ditm~ both appeUt (DO writ.- E...~.

ten reatCJNI beinillven). SubMlquently i~ made aepan.te
orden Pvinl ea.eh party leave to appeal to the Supreme
Coun of Canada. On IlD appLialtion by both parties in
the Supreme Court 01 CuJadl., the appe&ll wwe ClOI*lli-
dated.

By t.he ;udpnent of thw Court botb~ .... d»
miBBed with 00IIt&

E. LtJj¥w K.C. and H. R. MiJUT K.C. for Norlb..e.tenl
Uti1i&iel, Limited.

O. M. Biggar X.C. for the City of Edmcoton.

The judlltDellt of Aqlio C.J.C. and M1In&ult. J., ....
delivered by

ANGLIN C.J.C.-While. with my brother Smith, I m
cliDe to the view tbt the appellant_~y may have
80JDfl reuoo to complain of unf~ in the judgment of
the BoanJ of Public Utility COOlluiBonef'll redueinl the
rate of return 'nm 10";' to 9%, I~ wiLh tJJe COJJcl.ua
ion reached by my brother Lamoot and cobcuJTed in by
my brother Smith that it .. not open to us to entertain the
appeal of the company 011 that IVOUDd. h <los no~ 8eeI'O

to Biae either a qUeaUoD of Jaw Dr j urbdiction within the
purvinr o' the etatute on which the right of appeal leila.
I would disnJia the appeal.

l"he judgment of Rinfret and Lamont JJ. WAI delivered
by

LA:WONT J.-Tb_ are IleplU'ate but eoo.aliclal8d~
by the Nortbweatern Utilitiell, Limited (bereinafter called
the Omlpany) and the City of Edmonton. I"MpeCtively,
from the dilllli.aJ by dle Appell6te Divwon of the
Supreme Court o' Albert. of their TelI))eCtive appea1ll
q:;ainBt the award made by the Board of Public Utility
Commi.elliOOl!ll"ll on ~ applicat.ion by the company for 1.11
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reply 10 the application the city mbmittfJd (~. 23) that -
t.he order 01 No\'llllloo, l~, Iboalcl in cectain reepeotA be H';;;.
clilrqarded. One of &bellll WIllI the (ollowiq:- u::.

(.1 JI.Mlt of RstuL It Ia 1lMDiUe4 1IIet 1M _thdo .ad priuip'- x-.
oodopted ...... m.. 01 tI>..... '" ........ __ .-d llaal Cb nee c.:;
... nolul1l ~Iowoor:l .. &00 h.iP- ....-=..

The city aIIo pt'Otetted apIinat iDeluding in the rete
bue the item ror the prumotiOll ruwl Inaoeinc o( the oom
peny IIOd the item for bond d*ounL

J0 its aoawer to l.be citY' teP7 the OOInpADY aJJeced
(.-,r. 10) that at Ihe boeKiq ill IG22 the ei'Y .... CuDy
and adequately repraellted, that it had lIUbm..tt.ed en.
deliO!!, that upon the awud beiaI delivered i~ rai-ed no
objeetion to any part thenof, and, therefore, ... DOW

eltopped from cont.end.in& tJuat Ute prinaiplea tileD laid
dosD .ere wren. in principle or ill taL

In ita a",ard LIte Boud tlOIltiDued both \he aboYe JlJen·
tioned 10m. in ihe Tale hue, but reduced the rate of mum
to the ClOtDpany from I~ to g",. The reMClD &IlIiped by
the Board for .bit reduetioD is u foU()1q:-

h ..... 01 1M .......... ftJdl p let .... "1> tIM rUe ...... Mel ..
rio. '" U. all8ed llODdiu.- 01 • .-,~ .... Bclu4~
il II j.-lW .. rtdllri.8 1M ...,., oll'lJ&urtl IIlu ... o....JalQ' ...
~. lCl .... rw _ ....... tIM -.cr. .. tIa\ .....

From the ..wwd the part.ieI ap~, fint \0 the Appel.
late Division or &he Bupreme Court. 01 Alberta, and flOW'

to this Court. The oompaoy appealed apill.lt the redu~

t.ion of the rate of mum on ita capital eapenditul'll to 9"'.
Rd'ftTirJB w the reuona gifto b7 the Board fer mUin.
the reduetjoa thtl OOO1J*Dy in itA! 'aetum ")'8:-

I. n.. eibo ...uu-I so .......... to • a11noo1 eel...... of tIM__ ••rtt.t" Lad

1·"'" .1..-..b1~ II' to asal• .., 11M ..Ie "... ia Imf aft
I!>e _ .. ill Jt:I2.

TIle city appealed apinst the ioelUBion in th~ raCe bus
of the item or tile bond dUcoullt above JDl!ntioned.

The PubliJ= Utilitia Ad a&_ an appeal from the
Bceni only upon _ quNtion of jurilktidion, or UpoD a qutllJ

lion of law, and even the" only ",h~n leevt! to appea1 b..
fint been obtaiDelf from a judge of the Appellate DivUD(lR.

A.8 ...mn the companY'1I ap~ thB eity r'" Lbe pre
liminary objection tllat no qu.tion either of juriBcUctioo
or 1a. ill io"f'olved therein. In my opinion the objeclion
eannoL be llUft&ined. T'he IIUbB~ce of the company'.

-...

(

j..

~

'"
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.. lX'der fixin« the price \0 be paid by the ClODRlJDen of
N;;.. natural pi withjn the tiLy. 8ublequenL \0 tJ:M dillmi_'u= of tbe apr-Is, the Appellate Divlsioo nade wpara.te orden
Lft. !livinB ead1 pert" leave to appeal to thiI Court. By a fur-

c.:;.", tiler order the _PPaJ8 wen ooNOlidated.
!'Mo......-. The company ia the Ill.-cc of the Northern .A1beTt.a

NatUl'aJ GaB DevUlpmenL Oompaz:l)", which ~ • fran
rb~ from Lhe !:ity for the lRJPPJy of JUltanl BU Lo &he in-
IW>jtan~ thereof.

DiBputa having .mea betwflea &he Development Com
~y and the city. ADd an IIO&ion bavinc been ClCIDJDeDoed,
Ole plll't.ieB, on AUBUA 28, 1922, acreed to ...UJerDe!ll of
their ditfteultiee. One or the t.ernu 01 the .ntloment ....
that. the prieea or rate. to be .-id by the inhabitante 01
the eity Mould be bed by die &ard of PublXl Utility
Comm_OIlCIL .-\11 .ppli.catioa .... acoordInclY made to
the Board, the para were heard, and. OIl. Nowmber 71,
1922, an orcHr ..... lIlIlde fi.xinc the rate. W» be pAid. 111_
rate. -..e to continuo In force for three y~ from the
dale on whieb .... _ 6ra IUpplied to tlODIWI8'I.

In ordefo 10 fix jut .nd reuouabJe raa-, ..hich it wu
/he duty of the Board to fR, the BoRd bad to ClOOIider
lll!I'tam element. wbicb mIlA ......Y' be lakm iIlto MlOOUJlt
jn Ming ~ rate ..hidl ill fair and reuonabJe to the CIOD8UJIMlI'

and 1cl the eom)JUIy. One of th~ ia the nte bu&, by
which is mean' the amount whkh the Board eoMiden the
owner of ,be utili'J bu inns1ed jn 1M ent«prWe aod on
wbleb he it entitlfld to .. faiT return.. Mother it the per
oentqe \0 be .uo.ed ... fair retIlm.

In the award of ]922, ..bich came into operat.ioa in the
fall of 1923, the Board induded in the na\e b.. &II • capita!
expenc!jtuMl the IUm of 12&1,900 (10" of the ea.t of plAnt)
.., "&11 &I~anee for the promotion and finlU1~" 01 the
mmpeny, and the ..m of ~,OOO ..hirh .... the diBoounL
on the Mte of the De-vcJoplbeJlt Company'. bond.. It aMo
detennined that 10," waa. (air return on the investment.
The natee thUB flIed by the Board, with certain dterationa
made with I.be ecIhlleot of aD parlieR, oonUntled ift farre for
three yeara In~, 1926, tlle appeIl&nt company,
_hiM bad IIU~ kJ tile rightll of dMl Development
Company, applied 10 the BoanJ for an ord~ eontinuinB
the rates for lUeh period u the Board micht 8M JiL ID ite
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IWI 8fI[lo('.al is that thE' Boecci in making a rffiuetion in the rate
~:;;;',. nf retUMi di.l 1'0 for lwv rt'AllOns, one (If which was the

~=:,.:. "1I11('re<1 ronditic1I18 (,f Ih€ moner market," and thal of this
1...,. no I'vidl'lll'e was 81IUIICN11.N"forc t.he Boerd. The company
c:~.. contends that, ",ilhlJlIl bl'aring e\'irlence upon the point,

F~.o"ro". lind ,,'ithollt. lII:ivillK it An oPflMlunity to eeta1Jlim that the
U;:;;IJ. ronclitioll~ of the money market had nmain<lt1 unaltered

linN! 192"2, the D08ttl wu without jurilldi.etioll to make the
mductiun. Th~ conl.enlion waa not IltAt~1 ill Ulia fann in
lhe <lIdrr JfAntin5t lu.ve to appeal to the Appel1&t.e Divi
mn, but the fixinR of the rate of rdum .\ it" only, WU
IbM"e Il('l Ollt All All error or the Boud in respect of which
1C3\'e to appca.l waa p-1llIted.

Wht"thrr or not the nou.l ran properly haIIe Ul ordec
(in pari ~t leNt) ou the amence of & lItate of Iact. of
which no evilicoce wu addoeed befOl1l it At the heannl
anti u to .·hkh the flIlriy affected Iwt oot bad any oppor
tunity of b<.-inl he-.....l iIJ, in my opinioo, a qllestion of Jaw
which dl'pt"I1<1s far ltR anllWft' upon the conltruction to be
p1aoed upon the PYAblic Utilitiu Act.

I am, therefore, of opiDion lhat the oompaoy had & right
to apsws1.

The question invclved in tIliIJ .p~ is: Had the Board
juri81liction 10 find 1I6 a fact how the eonditiou or the
mool'y market had altered between Non'mber, 1922, and
Jul)', W27, witlHlllt. IIIl}' witJle88 tt'lltifyiog at 1be hearing
that an aherat ion hact takm place.

the Jloortl ~alI tletl'fmininlt ""hat would be a lair re
turn 011 the eapiial irwr!'tc.J by the company in Ui.e enter-

.J!!i!'l', and u-rr-n"'lnml thereTum from Ill"" to 9%. It eih.
I think. Or tal.:('I' that I,y "the allert'd rondiwolUl of the
I1LOIIPY 1I111rxet" rile Boord nleant l.hllt tile returns for
mcmey illve8te-d in 8Iel"uritie.l in which moneyl were ordin
arily invrsted hall rierreued durinl the period in qUe8won.
In other wo"ls, Ibal the rate of inlereat obt.ain&bJe for
mcnpYI furnit.bed lor inyestment Wftl, generally epeakinr.
lower by a certain ptroentqe in 1921 than it Wall in 1922.
That., in my opinion, is aU that is involved in t.he findi0l.

The duty of tbe Boanl WB& to fill laiT and reuonable
ratftl; rates whicb. under the eireum.ataneeB, would be faiT
14 the conMlmer on the one hand, and which. 00 the olb«

1'3

tall
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hAnd, woold~ to tbe company a fair return for Ute
upilal invested. By a fair return iIJ meant thal the oom- N.-Il-

[

PAnY will be allowed Q.8 lArge a return OIl (lie ('~I1:a1 m- u=~
vt'StM III lUi entoerprble (Wl1lrh will be net to the company) J.n.~ Ai It would rncelve Jf tl were JOvesung (he BIlmc amount c.:'Tor
m of.fier IleCUU(1C8 ~ng an itlra.euYelletlll. Ilablllly E}ouo..,.,...

and el'rtairtty equal t-o that of ale eompanY'1I 8I1ter,priae. , ...,;;;, J.
iii lUinl iIliS net return the Board mould take iato CIOD-

Iid~h(m the rate of inlerNt ..hich the oompany ill
obliJoed eo pay upon it.tl honda aa a n!IIUlt of havihK to IIllU
them at II lime whoo "8 rate 01 intenlllt payable thereon
uceellcd ttlal payable Oil bond, _Ed at the lime of the
heenng. To pmpe!"11 Ib II fair return tile BoanI mullt
neeeamrily be .informed of the rate of return ",bkb mOPey
1iOii1Ct )'leW III other fieRI or in".tmcnL Ira;nc lODe
iDto the RUl11er fuUy in 192'2, and bavin.: fillerl I~ loS II

lair relom under the eonditiona U1en Ilxiatins, aD the
Bc8rd oeedcd to !mow. in order to Jb: II proper return in
1921, lI"lI8 wheLhcr or not the ooDditiona of the mOJley
ma:bt had altered, and, if 80, in what- direction, and to
what etent,

For the eity it Wall &r1ued that. as one of the IlatUI.ory

penn of the Bo6rd w.. to dea11rith tbe financial UfaiJ'll
or loeal authoritice (s. 20 (d) ), and .. thil induded the
JlO~ to authorize the i.-ue or hell' d<!benlumI by theee
authnritiee and to determine the rate of interesl to be paid
thereon aDd &lao the pnlll'tt to onier II Vllriation of the rate
of interest payable upon any debt of the IM.a1 authcrity
(I. 103), the Baud must neoeMarily be familiar with the
rate of iflterest prev&iling from time to timo AIld tltererM'e
did not I'I!CIWre to have lritnellle!l caUC'd to furnish it witll
information 'Il'b)c:h in tbe re«Uw performance of ita dUly
it WM ohU«ed to~. In vie.. ollhe f'O"'ef'II and duties
or th.e Board uf,,)er tlle A~ there ii, sn my opinion, eon
siderable to be said for the city'. contention. It is ~
~, however, to determine thia question, for in tile
.....tute it8eJf I find lIlllliciftlt U> jilitify the COIlcJluioD tnat
the intenLion of the Lecialature .,.. to leave it Jaqe.JJ' to
the dia:reLion o( the Board to u.y in what JUll.I1l1er it uould
obtain Ihe information requind for the proper eKCl'Ciae 01
ita fuoctioaa.

•
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BoanJ the information 110 obta.ioed. Then would i~ have I-

beenD~ to met1uon in the .wvd Lb.t 1be fact th.t H;;'•.
such altered conditions had been .tabllebDd to the...... u:::,
(ac1ioll of the Board by a report of iUl IIllCI1!tary7 I can .....
lind DOtbing in tile Act requiring mention to be made of ~_
the evideDce or of the QWJIl8f 01 obC&iDiD& it.. • ..........

Reference ... made to .. 86. which providM til" no 1.-11.
Gl'der ioYolri~ lJIy outlay, w. or cIepreciaUoD to &he pro
pieWI' of any public utility ot 10 my mlllDicipUity Of' per
mn abaD be made wi~oal. dlle~ and lull opponuDity
to aU~ coooemed 10 mab proof to be heard at •
public IIiUiDI of the Boud, except in the cue of urpoey.
A reduotion in the rate of re\urD to the lIOJDp&D1 would, fa
IllY opinion, come within th. IIlCtion. Tb Boud ....
th«eIore, wilhoal illl'i8dioUon 10 make &he red\lCti..a. Un
_ 1he company had notice that. J'IICIueaon ... IIOUIbt
Uld bad aa opportuni~yof proviol &.hat UDder the cUwlD
IIUloas uiltinl al. !.be time of iohe heuiDa the ai.etinl :rate
of rel.urD •• lair and reuonable. ThM the eompany had
noUoe ibat the dty wu demuuiiDI a rwtucrtioA is be,oad
QulStilJD (~. 23 (e». It had more. It bid DOtiee thU
the city 1I'U attaekinl the metboda ud principJee adopted
in bing the rate of mum in 1922. 'J1liII, in myopin.ioD.
put the whole qUstioD ot • WI' return at. Ja,p and m
formed Ille company tJ..t it weuld han to BlItalilh to the
.tiafaetiOll of the Board every element and condiC.ioo
neex.ary to julltify • cootiZluallon of ihe IO~:ra&e. The
oompaoy doee DOt I&)' tba~ it ... roeluaed All opportunity
of puUoin« in evkl.eDC!l u to the ClObdiuOll8 of the mooey
JD&lut. Nowhere doe8 U deny IbM it could have pul. fa
evideJJoe had it *> deIDred. Wb&t i~ dDM .y iI that the
ci\y did not adduce evidence OD tile paint &od th.~ DO wit.
De.ae. lI"e"e eaDed ~ 1erWy before the BoanJ in nprd
thereto. There ia r:l01llin& before us 1.0 jultify &II. iDferenoe
that- the company wu not at liberty So eali wiina.ea u 10
the conditKlrul of the money market had U 110 d.BlIUed.
Moreover, in IJul order .hitll the OOIDIJUIY obtained~
U leave to appeal it did not even IUgeBi tb.~ U hd Do

opportunity of .wmnUiDC evidenoe .. to Ibe exininc
m&llret conditicN.. The groobd upon which tile ClODIJlM)Y

retied to meet the ell.". demand for • reduction, u IIIIt out
in !.be aDIWeI' which U 61ed, wu that u the at)' hid &0-
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The materiAl proviCOJlI of the Ac~ on thU point. Il'e &II

follow8:-

,..-NaIR-.--.
lm.r-

IN

n u) n.. !loud "'7 ia it. dioonu...~ &ad __ ...---
by .J5do..it Qr W'riIL.........bca 01' by !bot """" III ..7 Dr aoal-

". a_~ by iL 01 oblUz>ecl .. -a .nil... D1_ ....,. decOde.
On.. (6) AU!Iump ..d ........u.-W_!be 8oenloMA • ......,...t

...__• by .... adop"" b, llM Bavd. &Dd .. &be -.Iud u-.ol ... Bou'lI -.u
X-I. DOl bI bc..-cl bJ'1be &eebloaI n&. of ..... «trid......

Seeiion 25 providM that Upon a complaint bema made
io ibe Bor.rd that ADY proprietor or a publiCI ulilit]' hu UD

lawfully done or unlawfully failed to do 1OID8Uli.nc telat
inc to. Rutter over whioh tJae Board hall jurildioUoa, the
Boerd IbaU .. after blllrinc IlJCb eridellae .. It JDAy think
Ii~ io require" make IUCb order u it thinb 6&. unda' !JIe
~~ Section 43 proYides thU the Board may
U appoint or direct Ally penoJ1 to make all lJIquUy ADd re
port upoo anyappliea.tioo • • • before the Baud."
AJld by eecuon '" the Board may U review,l'MCiDd, chalice.
a1ter or \'W)' any decillion or order IIUlde by i~.U A peruaJ
of thtllIIl Iltat-uLory proviaiona MId. • ooll.lideratida. of the
ptJJ'])08ll6 of the M aJld lb. extent of the po.... VMted in
the Board lead. me to the eoocJUIioD Chat the LePalatUnl
int.ended to c:re.ate a Boaro whidI m the eu.re* of its
funcliona mould not be bound by the techni.ca1 rules oC
Jt.gaJ evirJenoe but whidl wauld be .overrud bJ' lUeb rulee
.., in ilAl di&cretion, it thour;ht fit to adopt (.. 21 (5»). We
hAve not been made loOQuaineed wj!JI the rna.., if uy,
adopted by the Board ~ co\'em it.ll investjptiOnL Nor
do we know what infonnation it p:.!.!d .. to the altered
conditWll6 of the money market; but, as it had authority
to act on evidenee "c:bt.a.ioed in lUeb maoDer" i\ may
dee~e .. (8. 21 (4) }, all inference Ul&t it b.d not the proper
evidence bef<nl it CAnllot be drt.wn fl'ODJ the fact that no
oral testimony in reepeet thereof YU civen at the hearing.
U, in l.bie cue, the Bo.rd bad aUed it. ~laIy to in
quire from the variow 1lnUieial in8tiwtWn. in EdmoI2ton
if I.here hILi been any IIJteraUon in the coaditJODJ or the
money market between urn ud 1927, ad the~
bad repaJ1ed that lhere had been • certain d_ in the
returns from inveBtA!d capital, would it have been neoee
MIY' to can witne-... w verify the report7 In my opiJIioo
it wouJd DOt. Nor would it h.ve been b-.ry to &Word
to eithe!' perty &1\ opponuiUty to controvert before the
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chile to lIUpply oll&ural pa to the city, aDd~ to eon·
Btruot. u.e~ W<Jrb. The eompany flUled to coo
.lruet the worke, and the city sued ford~ for bre&eb
of cootnct. The IlCliolUl were I18ttJed by I:IJJ ~t

dated 2'Jnd AUlJUIll. 1922. under lI'bicb the detenn.ination
of the rf.tes to be ~barpd by the company for P6 was r&

lerred to Ule Board of Publia UUtity CommiMionen, and
lJle company ...... wichiD u montba all« the fWnl of !be
rates, to depcei.t 150,000 M&h the mty, whicb WIIWI to be for
feited &0 \be city u liquidated damIpe in t:&IIe the rom
pany did 1I0t oom~ the OODBtnMt.ion of the woru ..
agreed.

A rate hearinlC ... beld by tlto Board rJter thia aetlle.
meat, at which tbo CC1II1paDy &Cd the eity were ",pnlIIerI~,

and the Boud made lID award, aettinl out a rate buiI IIIlIl
bing pn- for PI 011 c.h.ia buia.

The difW:ulty about proceedio« with the worD had been
the procuring of capital on the bu.ia of prXle8 provided jq

the oriIineJ aareement and ameadmenu made. The
whole objeet of filling .. rate baa and prieeI in adV&rl88 of
eomtruetioo wu to fr.eilitatAl finllDcing by the company. It
W01JJd neceMarily be on the buia of the award that iDVllIt-
ors ~Qld buy bondlllnd Itocl: of tae «lmfl"llY. The c0m

pany had the oplioo of proceeding with the worb or
abandonill& them and forfeiting the lSO,ooo, after I18cin& the
award. In July following the making of the award, the
oampally..qned i~ fruMi-e and property to the ap~l

bnt, \.he Northwestern U1.illti88, Limited, whieb, by ..Ie
01 ita bondt aDd stock. rai-ed t.1le~ capital, ooD
Itrueted the ....orb, and put them in operation. The nte
to be charged for ~&II waI i.ed by the .."ard for three
years, and at the end of thill period tbo C01DpaJly applied
to the Board fOl' eontiDuation of lite rates fixed by the
a.&rd. The rate bMe fbted by the Board in the award of
11122 contained many item8, lRJeh .. total inVfttlDMt,
operating 0081, depletion reeerve. reserve for repayment of
CCIlIt of plant, tow nllCleMUy revenue, 1Ill10llnU of 1M to
be IOJd, and the rate of return on capital to be aU01Rld. It
ill evidenl that. with the exoeptiorl of the Lurt of lheMl iteml,
the amountl! moo mLUt h.ve been eI!I limata, tiabJe to be
varied by actual l'e8IIll.l.

.j.

l,
I.,
,
~

,J
I I
I .j

I~ SllPREME COURT 0"- CANADA ll~

1112II repted the award when it was delivered and hAd ra.i.sed no
N-;;'. objection thereto, it 1VU now precluded from seekinp; t.o
=~ IIl'!t .mde the prindplet upoo which tho rate of rdum ...&8

1,,...- ba8ed. In ita f-.etum at went further and contended that.
~ air even if then! "all no estoppel. the prinClple1 th en adopt.ed

t:.M...,.,...... !booM now be adhered io beeaU!Ie it "'"lUI on tbe 8t.re~th
~l J. of tbeit' havinlt been adopted that. the IhllCfholden of UJe

_ oompany in~ their money in the enterprille. 'This
contention e8llDot be IMde effective. In the fir8t place, it.
involva ntilJler .. questioa of juriedieUoo nor of law. In
the eer.ond p\acc, it ill the duty of the Beard to fix rare.
which, in ita Dpinion. will be fair and reaaooable at the
time the~ ia made and for the period for which they
are bed. If any~ principle or erroneotJ.I view has
~ adopted it is the duty of the 8clsrd ..t the ned re
y~ion to correct the error. The arzument. tlu~t. it would be
unfair to the Ihuebokten now to alw the rate Df return
is not. .. mauer open for eon8i.deration. on appeal More
over, when 0._ ehanb~ invested their mooey they
knew Ihat the ratell fD«J were to be in lome for three
yeat'll only and that it would be the dut.y of the Bo&rd on
the nellt revisiDn to b ratell "hieh at that time would be
fair and reeaonable UJldel' the oireumstaDcee theo existing.

Our attention ..,.. a1Io oaUtd to So 47 (Ill) &lI iDdicatinll:
an intention th.t evidence mOO be taken on .11 ~ia1
points. Thr.l eub8ection reads .. followa:-

INlOll IJr be...". 0: ..., a~aL ".r..ftC! tD iA ~ 1 01 110-
...et""" "" ""i<k'tI-- ou... tIIuL lit< ~ .~id> baiLtad to u.e
1lo<1..1 U\'OD l~. DIald". ollilr Old ~I_lcd from lIbdl he admil.kd. aDd
..... L""T' .....n rr-d ";til to "",,6.,... err n ...te !he orOna~
r......... and in t~ IaU.,r e......' rer U.e ~\Let- IJaek to l.I>.e~ ror
rurt/>t!r c"~oic\<n\io,, and """lo!tUl inaUoD.

In my ortinion this ~lion me&l11:1 no more than that
nn new evideme ill to be admit.\ed OR .ppeat.

The epPf:6I of Ihe company Ibould therefore be dign;.,M

with 006ta.
The appeal of the eil)' ....ould likewi8e be diBmi8led ,nth

006". Tbt! itel11Jl which Mould be included in the rate
1-..e cannot. in my opinion., be conaidered .. question of

juri8diclion or of law.

SMITH J.-'11le City of Edmonion bad made an -.gree-
ment. witb the Nonhero Alben& N.tural OM DevekJp
roeat Cof1lpafly, by which the comp&lly obtained .. fran-

~
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IG The rale of return to be alJ()1ved on capital _ hed in
M;;..- the award at 1010, lIot hued OD Ill, ordinary rate ofu= money on the market at the time OT on an eetim&ted
Ln. future rate, bUI on oonaiden.t.ion of Ute rat.e thai would in-
~.. duoe In\'8If.o1''B &0 riak their eapital in aD extremely huard

...--.. OUI and doublJul veotUrtl, At the beano« before ~e

IIahIlJ. &etd in 1922, the compa.ny bad wed a 12<JG> rate of re
turn on capii.aJ, and the city had ocnoeded 10%. which the
Boerd 6.xed, tbo«Igh it Ita ted that. uDder the r:Ueum!lt.&ll.oe.
• return of more than 10% .ould not 8eeIIl to be unjUIIL.
The reuon IIIllt out for not millll thil hiper ra&e wu lb...
it mi.Jbt JO nlIlriet tho tnal'ket that the hi&ber r&U 'WOuld
n04 evm~e (or the rMtrieLion of Ille nu.rket, and
would therefore not be to the advll1!.1ge of the oompany_

• It ill, bowever,lIta\ed that in eaae of fulure reviJgoo. U %ll&y
be found deeitable, !.lode!' rertain eircwnlt.u:l1le8, to in
ereaae thil rat•.

On the reviaion .t the end of three yean, dlia rate w..
not inc:reued, but WAll reduced from 10" &0 9,,-, at. the in
stance of the my, and th. redLtclion DOllItikltee the lJOUod
of appeal.

In tbe reuons K:iveo by the Boerd in lbinslhe Dew rate8,
it il pointed out that., where rate. Mve t-n filled in ad
vance of eon.l.ruc:tion aDd lin&DCinc. the Board ill n~ pre
duded from albeequently m.akitl~ chanps th1lt. may
appear rmrn I>JbeP.quent J'eC()Dsideralion to be n~,
and it • tllea Itated that
UJ... iDvr.oli.. ia ..do a ... 1Il_ ......d 011 the f til ~ Board
ill -iAl< 11M' !be e-._ ;. a1lowrd • t.il ...d -.hle ftIIunl _
iloI iD~-..... .. bot lIIe B.ni 1DQ••ad iDd.eod j& ot>oall4. &ale lal<l -
oidentio~ Lb ri......__ Imd.er ...hicll eueJo La_l _ made.

In dUcualitll th_ cireulnBtanoell iii reference to • reo
queet by the city for elimina~icm from the naio bull of the
1922 awanl of the item far bond diBoouh~, &he Board 11&18:

TII..-e 1Il__.... o.d4il>oael fedor 10 ~ ill the
~l 4 1h' .. u.at u. II2:J the til &he a1~ I.,.
beo<I ~t pnclical~ -"' lo '" 1M city iu il& .... aDd \100
lwa .... DcK q "'-d bF &he Ii", ..iii .l tM .-l kariIc. Jt"
GIlly f.il '" that u.. feel of &he~ of lIN "-'~, ill
the .-Ie be.. fonDed p&ft of the tDcIu_t f« \1M IIIUilaIll or &he 1M-.
_.,. U.d.. 1Mri~~_. the Board .........t reer ;.....
1M JD ed~ lIoo Ol,... _In"- lD 110.~.
This lAY8 d01ll'll a principle with which one heartily acr-.
and .hich appliee uactly \0 the city', applicatiDD for re
dueUoo of the rate 01 return on capital hed in the award

i'

r

1
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of 1922 ai 10~. The Boenl. bed tht. rate with the aeeent ~
of Che cit,.. and thia rate, ooapled with the MJgMLjon by M.N
the Boerd that it rnilht be~. "formed put of the u::
iDdlXaJlent few the makiJll of &he invatmenL" 1D.

The altered condition of the money maz-ket., Jiveo .. a ~w
reMOn for the reduetkm of the r&t.e to G'}{>, eeema 1.0 me to~'
bave no beariq Of! the mr.t&er. The repreeeQlation &0 tile e.JItsJ.
inveetor in 1922 -, tar the riU "'011 take in Plaoinl yom
capit.&l in • huardoo.u~, you wiD be aUowed u
a buill in lbinl rac.ea 1.0 be eb&rKed for ... a ",iW'D 01 10,,".
WhaL the recu lar DlOIley market mia'" be three yean lAter
ClOuld h&ve nothina; to do with the deehi.ou to inven. The
whole qullltion ..ae, YiBwin« the riIt, and Ille chancm. ..
rD&tLen lJJon 1Itood, ... the c:huOll 01 10% on die money
wonk lbe n.k 01 a ~ lnlltlltmel1t, wit.b the pambility 01
the U. 01 all or pan of &he eapitalT

The Bo.m then, ill my opinion, laid down a proper prin.
ciple, and applied it in other inat.aneee. but failed to apply
U to thil iLeln, .. kI wbicb I think jt wu ptlrtieuJarly appti
aWJe. The qumioa ia, tlaIl tIIit Court ee& uide the findin&
of UJe Board .. to thil item 0Jl the appeal? I qree with
my brother Lamont that, wbethr or Dot Wlder tile Aet the
Board w.. ent~tfed to reduoe tM rate to 9'" without. ev'"
dence, bfJcauee of a ehAn&e ill IDORey mlrke~ oondiLiOllI, ill
a qUl'.lltion of law, and that then &. theJefOJ'e & npt of
a~, IDd it ill wilb 80me regreL that I feel bouPd to~
wilh him thaL the Board had iuriaticiioo to malIe the
ch8ll1'll in J8te withoot evidence, and without livinc the
ClOmp...y 111 opportunity to offer evideDee. 7he quNLioa
of a fair rate of retum 00 a rieky iDwwt.ment is Jaqely •
malter cd opinion, and iI hardly capable of being reduoed
ro eutAiIlty by evideaee, aDd qlpe&nl to be one of the
thinp entnalted by the ltatute too the judpnent of the
Board.

I am Dot en&lrely in ueonI with the obeervat.ion, of my
brother Umon& in ref_eo to the eendinK out of 8ll.IIMOJIe
\0 pther evid«tee ol the ai&tl! of the money JDa7k1lt lKKI
&CWlc llA that party'. tepmt withOQt the knowledge of the
company. The objecUon in IUCh • _ would not be ibit
f.uure 10 let out ill the a..anI the fact of au.eh evidenee and
ile n&ture, but the iai.Jwe t.o dillelOE it to t.he company with
&II opportUJULy t.o auwer it. If it were & CMe where. m-
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AppeoZ. dinnu-l w~ ee.u.
SoUailonl (or NonhW1lltem Ut.ilitie8, Limited: MiUIer,

CO". Dof(NJ d: Ptlirier.

&licitor lor the City of EdmontoD: 1M" C. P. B01IIfl.
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~ 1 (.). M ..... u.. bed of .......;phIe ....n ••1lIIU4 ia l.&e Cnnra 1l1li
ill i.U ridll 01 1M ptv..iDoe, .. t.bo tillo~t. 10 a. publlo ....t -

o1 ....~T ~
~ 1 (61. If aOl,)u the DaaUai_ tbo~ pa.er \0 deden ..... WAna-

1llal IUCh liUe ill~ ..t. 10 .... ridllT Po..--.

A_:"'" qI)fIlIIJOU" l...-.l pootalu. 0.•••Lito.. of a pllbll< '
of ... ipli<>a Ia Iloe rinno to "hleA u.e;, .-.r, .. wei .. lbtir j.

pbwI,.
TIM ti.,. 10 llor bed al 1M riva' io -..;..., to t.ba& public rIcW.~ ill

• r~ ... al 1M .\4 or lbe U Ure 0--• ..-d by law h8
..... _ired, ......... Domillb lioa. • -.perior J1IIJI 10 ...
Ie> 1'a1111hlt _ ollJle _iOtftI ~ 1ba Ii... lor oltoer~ r...
_1*, irripLloc or~.
~ lL 'a' lIM bed '" • a.a~ ..........lIIWoI iD .. ero-.

.. lJae ~L '" ll>e pro.~.1u 11M DoaoIai_ ",,_. far_riptioo
pur...-, 10 .- or 00<II1'7 ,." ef ..... bed ... Ie> eIi.en., dioDJaMIl, •
........ Ihe 1Ic>.. COY_ ...... bed l.) --.. &h _& of ~ '"'",
111ft; (l>l wi&aaoai -.-&*0'

QwMUoe So B .. thII P.........u '" 00aNi0 III. ~, II, ~le
...-un -'-I, lo ."Uoori_ tba~0-.-, 10 rtr·
ptopri.a. llroe Ja.ado .r 11M a.- • tba "'1 .r ..~ r. tJoe
~ of ...iptkJa.nth,.....,w.. ....1~,..,.,W. f.. _.
pooll&lblt

~: Tb<a ....u- aa~ be .....,..., eiIlMr • llIoI
.......,;.,. .. Ja lh.e aoplb••

n. -.i$o.. CICIIltoilia. 1M dfftiIa of 0.-...... If:CioIdipe ,,- ..
..~~ wUIaiII ... _PrlIMUin '*-. "-JpUoro
P'l'_~ depeGd q ~ IQ>O& tba ....... '" .... -ptO"-" Ia pan
• ...,. !be ........ 01 the .,..,...l for -plWIi<lc II., u4 ..
parl IipllII \be a.n.n- 01 ~ po.-. ra1laoI ;aloe""'. JW.
_ '- .....-Ifua,.-Ie to tho~_ '" IN -JlI.ll7i1c
--. .. iadioalial 11M ...-.tac J&1r""'pI-. wi&lI ........ cWD:ile_...........~
~ to liT _lid toe 01 tb Bri18 H~ -'-rica Ad,. 1117, ....

1M 5m iIoo. 0( .. TIoinl lWloaolllla u-.Ioa. t.bo fallocrillc publle
wwb NIl~ al ncII ....n- __ e>~, 11 be tU
properly of ea....t., _17 "0uaJ0 trith ..."....,r -
-...I UwNwiIlo.·

aNI eM ,............ aJlY~ Ill.".. iA 01' "6<ia] OWII ~ 0( ...
~\iwe -.l.rol 11M_~ .hI.., 11> llllIIDfGIAlct
wi~ 1M aid~ w or IUdt .ni by .-- ol _.--. ....._llo err "1'--"'" oL aJcI _de 107 &he Duck,
loa lIiaae ~LiaIl ..... wtriolI io ~ ftlq\Ju.d r.... &ilDe 10 liaII
ror 11•• pa__ of ...ipl1aat

~ t. WIMft U» bod 01 ip.blt rftn io ..-cl .. tJoe c.v-
.. UN ric'aa 01 1M _.iIl... " 110. &II, pIOJIriea.,- iIl__
ia or Momeiol if> of 1.... ..,lOlI'oI fner tho _"',...
__Wd made ailal>la by won. fa. tle impro ~ of
.....~ tOaI&nrrtrd u. _ '- wkla ow '" part by or dloo
Mdlorilr of u... DocrUniaa. .a- ec.t.......\ilia nKJI iI Dot reqlllnct
r..- Li•• to bal. lor "'" .....- or IU1PIplioDT

•,

-

..

..

llt2eSUPREME COURT OF CANADA.

II!»

°Feb.5.

C"""tiMil>1OGl Ia_W N ~le .,.~ .vAt "I ....
I1'llw--Nij'IU af cA.o D<>.Oo t~• .... al j'" bf4 01 • " ...,
... to rrrrqridlimt ./ pr~ prolltrl_R_tiw ,.;gAl. .1 '4e
D-n.w.- _" l"o~ "&lOr -'I1'-pow• ..-.. "" _b ....... ,..,
,~ I> B"Ollod••r. __I"ldl'>C',i......, ....t~
n·.,..,....·BJV.A. Aa, •. iiI. _,1M .. , ••

TIw <l---- ...c!n'ed Iio tMo ......1 b, Ih.o 0-..... 0-..... lD eo..-
clI '"'"' mt .. folloon: Cl)

--;p;;".n:-,A C.J£. U>d DulJ. Mipa.ll, "'·e",",",,-. Billf.."
Lola...,1 """ 8a>i'll JJ.

{I} R"J"lT1rY' l\ial••-b .ir- or tb 4i&lilbN .hid! !he courI f.......
iA c1....iDc ..ilh u..~ bd_ iL ...eI of u.. illlpaooillilit, 01 st--lac
.-ew. ."oi caiool:oricaI_ il_ \IlOOld>I bC'Sl ill onl.. 1cJ ••e>id ....
'-dial .. 10 .hAI .U dflrided. 10 P'l\ ......."".....14' ...... l<'n 01 lJl. rOllllal

t_ derlee heiDI n~. it lad been lAkec in the maneer
N';;.. 8'lJgeated, or otberwi8e. &lid .. findin& bMed 00 i' withoutn= di8ol06ure of it to the company a.nd All opportunity to
...... lWUrWt':I' it, 1 wuuW re«ard lJUeh .. proeredin« U oontn.ry to

er:;,. elenulRlaly Jlfinriplee of jUBtloe, and .. aJrordiJl«. under the
~•. ItalUte. a Il'Ound for aettinl the award IIa to ihia item ..ade
1ImiIl~. and referring it. back (oc recon.xleralion. It does not, how.

ever, r,ppe&l' that. any evidence wu taken, and .. Blated, I
have concluded &hat Ulere wu power 10 make the chance
withou\ evideoce.

I therefore c:ooeur with my brother Luntmt. in the en...
poeaJ or thisa~

I" IN THE MA'M'ER OF A REFERENCK AS TO THE
oo.7i:'.... RELATIVE RIGHTS OF THE DOMINION AND
li~'~·i~O' PROVINCDI IN RELATION TO THE PROPRIE-
,. TARY INTI!:RFEr IN AND LEGISLATIVE OON.

TROL OVER WATER."i WITH RF..8PECT TO NAVI
GATION AND WATER-POWERS CREATED OR
MADE AVAILABLE BY OR IN OONNECTION
WITH WORKS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF
NA\'IGATION.

..
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© OECD/IEA 2011 

Figure 2.20: Cumulative investment in energy-supply infrastructure by fuel

in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035 (in year-2010 dollars)

Investment: the essence of energy

Cumulative investment of $38 trillion – almost $1.5 trillion per year – is required
in energy-supply investment to 2035, with 45% in the power sector alone
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SCHEDULE 2.0-T

2011 Actuals
Line Cross- Mid-Year Prorated Cost Rate Var. Actual to Var. Working Paper
No. Description Reference Capital Ratio Rate Base % Return $ Forecast % Reference

1 Long-Term Debt Sch 2.2-T 939.4              53.81% 970.4         5.71% 55.4        (5.9)                     -9.7%
2 Preferred Shares Sch 2.2-T 160.4              9.19% 165.7         5.92% 9.8          (1.4)                     -12.7%
3 Common Equity Sch 2.2-T 645.9 37.00% 667.2         10.09% 67.4 4.5                      7.2% Note 1
4 Mid-Year Net Rate Base Sch 1.0-T 1,745.7           100.00% 1,803.3      7.35% 132.5      (2.8)                     
5 Contribution for Extensions 112.4         
6 No Cost Capital Sch 2.1-T 10.4           
7 Mid Year Rate Base 1,926.2      

 
2011 Forecast
Line Cross Mid Year Deemed Prorated Cost Rate
No. Description Reference Capital Structure Rate Base % Return $

8 Long-Term Debt Sch 2.2-T 1,074.4 53.01% 1,028.4 5.96% 61.3
9 Preferred Shares Sch 2.2-T 202.4 9.99% 193.7 5.80% 11.2
10 Common Equity Sch 2.2-T 749.9 37.00% 717.8 8.75% 62.8
11 Mid-Year Net Rate Base Sch 1.0-T 2,026.7 100.00% 1,939.9 6.98% 135.4
12 Contribution for Extensions 125.2
13 No Cost Capital Sch 2.1-T 9.2
14 Mid Year Rate Base 2,074.2

Return on Equity Variance

Note 1 2011 Return on Common equity is higher than Forecast mainly due to lower than forecasted O&M, income tax and depreciation expenses.

ATCO Electric
SUMMARY OF RETURN ON RATE BASE (TRANSMISSION) 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2011
($Millions)
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SCHEDULE 2

2011 Actual

Line Cross- Mid Year Mid Year Prorated Cost Rate Variances Var.
Working 

Paper
No. Description Reference Capital Ratio Rate Base % Return $ % Reference

A B C D E F G H

1 Long-Term Debt Sch 2.2 1,147.7          61.4% 1,216.7                 5.37% 65.3               1.2                   1.9%
2 Short-Term Debt Sch 2.2 30.0               1.6% 31.8                      2.66% 0.8                 (1.0)                 -53.0%
3 subtotal 1,177.7          63.0% 1,248.5                 5.30% 66.1               0.3                   0.4%
4 Other Costs Associated with Short term Debt Sch 10 1.8                 0.0                   0.0%
5 Preferred Shares Sch 2.2 -                     -                            -                     
6 Common Equity Sch 2.2 691.7             37.0% 733.3                    9.15% 67.1               3.4                   5.3%
7
8 Mid-Year Invested Capital Sch 2.1 1,869.3          100.0% 1,981.8                 6.81%
9
10 Return on Mid-Year Rate Capital Sch 1 135.0             3.6                   2.8%

2011 Approved 
Line Cross Mid Year Deemed Mid Year Prorated Cost Rate
No. Description Reference Capital Structure Rate Base % Return $

15 Long-Term Debt Sch 2.2 1,147.7          59.6% 1,171.9                 5.47% 64.1               
16 Short-Term Debt Sch 2.2 66.1               3.4% 67.5                      2.67% 1.8                 
17 bt t l 1 213 8 63 0% 1 239 5 5 31% 65 9

ALTALINK L.P.
SUMMARY OF RETURN ON RATE BASE 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2011
($millions)

17 subtotal 1,213.8        63.0% 1,239.5               5.31% 65.9             
18 Other Costs Associated with Short term Debt 1.8                 
19 Preferred Shares Sch 2.2 -                     -                            -                     
20 Common Equity Sch 2.2 712.9             37.0% 728.0                    8.75% 63.7               
21
22 Mid-Year Invested Capital Sch 2.1 1,926.7          100.0% 1,967.4                 6.68%
23
24 Return on Mid-Year Rate Capital Sch 1 131.4             129.6              

Note: Column A represents mid year balance sheet debt and equity and column C represents mid year rate base.

Variance Explanations
Lines # 2 - See variance explanations on Sch 2.3.

Line #6 - Actual return for Common Equity is higher than approved due to lower operating expenses as explained on Schedule 3.

Totals may not add due to rounding

AUC Rule 005   1
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